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Abstract
Neuroevolution has been used in research for a long time to evolve
agents which are capable of complex behaviour and can adapt to environments. These are properties that are relevant to games, and could
be used to increase the longevity and replay-ability of games.
Only a few attempts have been made to incorporate neuroevolution
into games due to the risk of producing unwanted AI and content. One
game which successfully implements neuroevolution is NERO, where
the player trains a team of robots, controlled by neural networks, for
battle, and uses his team to compete online against other players.
This project seeks to extend the concept of NERO, and introduces the game Evolve which is based on the neuroevolution algorithm
NEAT. The goal of the game is to evolve brains (neural network controllers) for a simple robot so it can learn to fight against other robots.
This game introduces a novel game mechanic by allowing players to
switch between active brains during battle, thus giving the players
indirect control over their robot during battle.
Results from play tests indicate that evolution works as an interesting game mechanic, and that the novel game mechanic of brain
switching is engaging. Players use the brain switching strategically to
control their robot, and several different strategies emerge. This game
mechanic keeps the player interested throughout the battle by giving
the player a certain amount of control over the outcome.
This project shows that neuroevolution can be implemented in
modern game engines, and, by game design, can act as a different and
exciting game mechanic.
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1

Introduction

Neuroevolution has been used for a long time in research to evolve agents
which adapt to environments and learn to perform complex tasks. These are
skills which are also highly relevant for games, where scripted AI becomes
predictable and players find ways to exploit the limitations of in-game AI.
Games are, however, reluctant to include evolutionary AI, since the outcome
is too unpredictable, and the AI might end up acting weird”, which might
”
break the play experience for the player [1].
If games were designed around the fact that evolution might be unpredictable, but these unpredictable individuals would not have impact on the
game play experience, then evolutionary AI could be included in games with
the benefits of new and interesting AIs every time the game is played. The
neuroevolution algorithm NEAT has been used in several games to both produce AI and in-game content while the games are played. In Galactic Arms
Race [2], NEAT is used to generate the projectile trajectories of new weapons,
creating interesting patterns with tactical implications. Players pick up the
weapons they find interesting and leave the rest behind, leaving the bad individuals of the evolution untouched, and thereby minimizing the implications
of bad evolution on the game experience.
NEAT was also used to produce the AI in NERO [1], where the player
trains an army of robots to fight. Each robot is controlled by a neural network
produced by NEAT, and is evaluated by a fitness function defined by the
player. Using an extension of NEAT called rtNEAT (real time NEAT), the
worst performing robots are replaced during training with better individuals.
The goal of this game is to train the best performing team, that is, a task is
to weed out the bad individuals from the population. In this game the bad
individuals are used as an engaging feature, which drives the player to focus
on the training in order to create a good team.
Since NEAT starts with minimal networks and complexifies [3], the player
gets a feeling of improvement when the networks become more complex and
the behaviours of the robots become more refined. Thus it is a good choice
of algorithm to use for a game centered around evolution.
This project develops the game Evolve, which can be seen as a spiritual
successor of NERO, building on the concept of using neuroevolution as a core
game mechanic. A major part of this thesis is porting and integrating NEAT
in the commercial game engine Unity, and using evolution with NEAT as the
core game mechanic. The novel game mechanic that is introduced in this
thesis is, that instead of training an army of robots (as in NERO), the player
trains an arsenal of brains (neural network controllers) which he can choose
between in battle. The battles are one-on-one online matches, where each
1

player controls his robot by selecting the active brain. The idea behind this
game mechanic is that it should increase player engagement, by giving the
player indirect control over his robot by being able to switch brains during
battle. This will hopefully lead to strategies not possible with only a single
brain, and will give the player a feeling of control and participation.
The choice of NEAT seems perfect for this kind of game: NEAT is an
evolutionary algorithm that produces neural networks, NEAT starts with
minimal networks and complexifies structure, and NEAT protects innovation
through speciation, thus ensuring a diverse population [3].
The results of this project find that the players are able to understand
and play the game, and the players report that evolution is an interesting
and fun game mechanic. The players are able to evolve brains that solve
fairly complex tasks and are able to complete the missions. When playing
online, players switch brains many times during battles, indicating that brain
switching is a useful game mechanic.
The major contributions of this project are:
• It is shown that evolution works as an interesting game mechanic, and
that it can be implemented in a modern, commercial game engine.
• It is shown that players use the brain switching frequently during battle,
indicating that the players have a feeling of control over the outcome
by indirectly controlling their robot.
• It is shown that incremental evolution is a faster and more efficient
strategy for developing complex behaviours.
• The imminent release of UnityNEAT, a port of SharpNEAT1 to Unity
4, under the GPL license.
The introduced game Evolve establishes brain switching as a novel game
mechanic that can increase player engagement, and could potentially be extended to a wide variety of other game genres in the future. The use of
NEAT in this game shows that evolution can work as a game mechanic without breaking the player experience, and will hopefully encourage other games
to include evolutionary aspects.
The next section reviews the background literature related to this project
and discusses related work. Section 3 presents the NEAT algorithm in detail. In Section 4 the game Evolve and all its components are described.
1

http://sharpneat.sourceforge.net/

2

Section 5 describes the experiments conducted and Section 6 presents the results of the experiments. In Section 7 the game and the results are discussed
and in Section 8 improvements and future work is discussed. This report
ends with a conclusion in Section 9.

3

2

Background

In this section the concepts used in this project will be detailed and related
work will be presented.

2.1

Neural networks

The concept of neural networks is closely related to how the biological brain
works. A brain is made out of approximately 1010 neurons [4]. Each neuron
has many small extensions called dendrites, and one long tubular extension
called an axon. The neuron sends signals to other neurons through the axon,
which connects to the other neurons’ dendrites from where the signal is received. The axon does not directly touch the dendrites - there is a small
gap between them called the synapse, where chemical or electrical signals are
passed over [5].
Neural networks emulate the workings of the brain as a computation
model, using a slightly simplified terminology of nodes and connections instead of neurons and axon-synapse-dendrites.
Nodes are the computation units of the neural network. Each node can
have a set of incoming connections from other nodes and a set of outgoing
connections to other nodes. Nodes are typically assigned a type: input,
output or hidden.
Input nodes receive an input value from the outside world and passes
this value on through its outgoing connections to other nodes. Hidden nodes
receive input from several incoming connections, processes this input and
sends an output value to all its outgoing connections. Output nodes receive
input from several connections, processes this input and returns an output
value.
The number of nodes and their connections are called the topology of the
network (see Figure 1).
Each connection has a weight. Values being passed through a connection
are multiplied by this weight before being delivered to the receiving node.
When a node is activated it processes all its input values to compute a
net input
X
Ij =
wij Oi + θj
(1)
i

where wij is the weight between current node j and incoming node i, Oi
is the output value of node i and θj is the bias [6].
An activation function is applied to the net input to compute the output
value of the node. The activation function is commonly a sigmoid function
4

Input nodes
Hidden nodes

Output nodes

xj
xi

wij

Figure 1: A neural network with three input nodes, two hidden nodes and
two output nodes.

1
(2)
1 + e−α·Ij
where α is a constant that determines how steep the sigmoid function is
(see Figure 2). Usually α = 1, but for harsher activations (or lower ranges if
input value) it can be beneficial to use larger values of α.
Oj =

Figure 2: The value of α determines how steep the sigmoid function is. Here
shown for α = 1, α = 2 and α = 5.
Traditionally, neural networks have been used for classification tasks,
where they have been successful on many different real-world data sets, ranging from character recognition over pathology to pronunciation of English
words [6]. Classification has been done by using a fixed topology and optimizing the connection weights through the backpropagation algorithm [5].
This approach requires a large set of training data in order to optimize the
weights for the domain. It also requires a certain knowledge of the domain
when designing the topology of the network, as it is necessary to know how
many hidden nodes should be used for optimal results. These requirements
5

make the use of backpropagation unsuitable for domains where large training
data sets are not readily available, or where the optimal topology for the
domain is not known.
Neural networks are used to control the robots in Evolve. The brain of
a robot is a neural network that takes input from the observable world and
outputs the amount of steering, gas and weapon activations.

2.2

Neuroevolution

In cases where the optimal topology for the domain is not known, or there are
no training data available, evolutionary algorithms can be used as an alternative to backpropagation. Evolutionary algorithms are a class of search-based
optimization methods that are inspired by Darwin’s survival of the fittest.
For an introduction to evolutionary algorithms, see [7]. Neuroevolution is
the combination of neural networks with evolutionary algorithms.
One of the main advantages of evolutionary algorithms is that several
features of the neural networks can be encoded genetically and can be evolved
at the same time. This could be the topology and weights of the neural
network - which removes the need for knowledge about optimal topologies
for different domains.
Another advantage is that the performance of a neural network can be
measured as a comparable fitness value. Defining how to measure performance is more flexible than defining an error function as used in backpropagation. By assigning meaningful fitness values to neural networks, it is
possible to compare networks to one another, and by survival of the fittest
keep the best individuals while removing the worst [8].
In order to utilize fitness values, it is necessary to be able to evaluate the
performance of the networks, and based on this evaluation assign a fitness
value to the network. One has to be careful when designing the fitness function, as this function defines the solution space of the evolutionary algorithm.
Keeping individuals with a lower fitness alive for an amount of time helps
the search to not get stuck in a local optimum by becoming too greedy, but
instead keeps other possibilities open [7].
Neuroevolution, in the form of NEAT (which will be detailed in Section 3),
is used to handle the evolution part of the game.
2.2.1

Neuroevolution for game controllers

Since neural networks are inspired by the brain, it makes sense to use neural
networks as brains in simplified models. By being able to take a set of inputs
and produce a set of outputs, neural networks fit as controllers that take input
6

from the observable world and produces output that controls e.g. a robot.
A standard setup for these situations is that the input nodes are sensors and
the output nodes are actuators on a robot, controlling its movement. This
approach can be used both on real world robots (such as the Khepera robot2 )
but also more easily in simulated worlds on a computer.
Neuroevolution has been used experimentally to create controllers for
games normally controlled by humans. By providing input from the game
world, e.g. distance to walls and placement of objects, a neural network
can produce output which controls the player avatar similar to human input.
With neuroevolution, these networks can be optimized to play the specific
game by providing a fitness function based on the game state. This could be
total points scored or staying alive while killing enemies.
The rest of this section reviews existing work on using neuroevolution as
game controllers. One example is TORCS3 (The Open Race Car Simulator),
which is an open source car racing game that provides a programmatical
interface to the game. Several controllers have been evolved for this game
with neuroevolution [9, 10]. These controllers take different approaches to
neuroevolution: in [9], NEAT is used in an on-line learning problem to optimize the controller during learning. In [11] neuroevolution is used to learn
a predictive model from the logs of previous runs. Controllers using NEAT
has won championships in AI-controlled TORCS [12].
A popular AI playground is the Ms. Pac-Man vs Ghosts League4 where
researchers and AI enthusiasts can create AI controllers for both Ms. PacMan and for the four ghosts. In [13] neural network controllers for controlling
Ms. Pac-Man are evolved using simple evolutionary algorithms, and displays
novice playing ability. In [14] NEAT is used to evolve the behaviour of the
ghosts as a team, and these evolved strategies are shown to outperform the
strategies of the ghosts from the original Pac-Man game.
Neuroevolution has also been used to create controllers for first person
shooter games. In [15] different evolutionary algorithms are used to evolve
different kinds of neural networks for controlling the game Unreal Tournament 20045 . These networks are sub-controllers, being used in a subsumption architecture, where each sub-controller is trained at a specific task, and
a hierarchical structure determines which sub-controller to use in the given
situation. The controllers evolved were not perfect, but showed rudimentary
survival skills.
2

http://www.k-team.com/mobile-robotics-products/khepera-iii
http://torcs.sourceforge.net/
4
http://www.pacman-vs-ghosts.net/
5
http://www.unrealtournament.com/
3
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Figure 3: First pane: Galactic Arms Race (taken from [2]). Second pane:
Petalz (taken from [17]). Third pane: NERO (taken from [18]).

2.3

Interactive evolution in games

Interactive evolution is a term describing evolutionary algorithms where user
input is an integral part of the algorithm. Commonly human input is used to
evaluate the content instead of, or in extension to, a fitness function, helping
decide what is good and what is bad. Interactive evolution is often used in
domains where it can be difficult to design a fitness function, most notably
in cases where the fitness is a subjective measure, like art or music.
Using the user as the fitness function has a cost: the user needs to evaluate the content each generation, significantly slowing down the algorithm.
Furthermore, a user is only human, and is subject to fatigue when evaluating
large amounts of content [16].
Interactive evolution has been used in games, where the tedious task of
selecting which individuals survive in the evolutionary algorithm has been
packed into a gamified interface, removing focus from the actual interaction
with the algorithm.
2.3.1

Galactic Arms Race

In Galactic Arms Race [2], a subset of the game content is evolved with an
interactive evolutionary algorithm. The game is a 2D space shooter where
the weapon particle systems are evolved as the player plays the game (see
Figure 3). Each weapon consists of the same amount of projectiles, but the
velocity and color of each particle is defined by a Compositional Pattern Producing Network (CPPN). A CPPN is a special variation of neural networks
where each node can have different activation functions. These activation
functions can lead to different patterns such as symmetries with a gaussian
activation function, repeated patterns with a sine function and straight lines
with linear functions. These networks are evolved by a variation of NEAT
called cgNEAT (content generating NEAT).
When a player picks up a new weapon and fires it, the weapon will receive
8

an increase in its fitness score. This builds on the assumption that players
will use the weapons they like the most, and will want to see more weapons
like these. A player can only hold three weapons but can see a preview of
new weapons before replacing his current weapons. In this sense the fitness
of new weapons is being decided by whether the player picks up the weapon
or not.
This means that the player interacts with the evolutionary algorithm by
using and selecting weapons, and is therefore not necessarily aware of the
interaction. The fitness is being calculated by the player’s behaviour in the
game in a way that hopefully adjusts to the player’s likings.
The game also has a multiplayer part where up to 32 players can play together. Here the evolutionary algorithm works across all players’ preferences,
thus having a much larger population of weapons to choose and evolve from.
2.3.2

Petalz

Petalz [17] is a social Facebook game where the users evolve flowers and sell
them on a marketplace. Each flower is encoded by a CPPN and NEAT is
used to evolve new flowers for the game. The users interact with the flowers
by either pollinating a flower, cross-pollinating a flower with another flower
or clone the flower, which results in flower seedlings that can be planted and
grown. Pollination acts as a mutation and cross-pollination as a cross-over
between two flower genomes. The evolved flowers can then be sold on a
marketplace where other users can buy them and put them in their balcony
(see Figure 3).
2.3.3

NERO

NeuroEvolving Robotic Operatives (NERO) [18] is a game where the player
trains a team of virtual robots for combat against other players’ teams. To
train the robots, the player sets up objectives for the training to reward
the robots. These objectives can be approaching or fleeing from a target,
attacking a target or avoiding enemy fire. The training uses a modified
version of NEAT called real-time NEAT (rtNEAT) which replaces the worst
performing agents in real time after a certain evaluation period.
The player can interact with the evolution by changing the fitness objectives or by acting as an enemy himself (see Figure 3). The goal of the
training is to create a team of robots that can handle themselves in battle.
Once the training is complete, the team can be used in online battles against
other players. During these battles the team acts as they have been trained
with no possibility of intervention from the player, who is a spectator to the
9

battle.
This game is one of the main inspirations for this thesis, and the two
projects bear many resemblances, especially in the training part. What separates this thesis from NERO is the possibility of controlling your robot
during battle by switching brains. In NERO the game ’ends’ for the player
when the training is done. From this point on there are no more interactions
possible from the player, and he is reduced to a spectator.
This thesis project aims to keep the player engaged during the battles
by allowing him to control several aspects of the match, both by switching
brains, but also by resetting the robot to get it back on its feet if it has tipped
over. Battles will hopefully be more intense when the player plays a part in
it.

2.4

Games based on training and experience

A core mechanic in many games is the notion of progress by growing stronger
as a reward for completing certain parts of the game. Especially role playing
games (RPGs) rely heavily on this mechanic through a level system, where
players collect experience points for quests or killing enemies, and these experience points can be converted to new skills or more power. Notable examples
of this are the Diablo series6 , Neverwinter Nights7 and the Borderlands series8 .
A game with a similar reward system is the popular Pokemon game series9 . In Pokemon, the player avatar does not receive experience points himself, but each Pokemon the player uses in battle receives experience points
and can level up, thus becoming stronger. In this game one of the main
objectives is to train your Pokemon to reach a high level by using it often in
battle.
Black & White10 is a game where the player is a god and rules over an
island. The player has a large animal-like creature that can be trained to do
as the player says by punishing and rewarding it. A large part of the game
is centered around training the creature. The game relies heavily on several
AI techniques such as neural networks and decision trees11 .
One of the main parts of Evolve is the training part, which should be
engaging in the same way that training your creature in Black & White is
6

Blizzard Entertainment, 1996 - 2014, http://eu.blizzard.com/en-gb/
BioWare, 2002, http://atari.com/
8
Gearbox Software, 2009, 2012, http://borderlandsthegame.com/
9
Game Freak, Nintendo, 1996 - 2013, http://www.gamefreak.co.jp/
10
Lionhead Studios, 2001, http://www.lionhead.com
11
http://aigamedev.com/open/highlights/top-ai-games/
7
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engaging. It should also induce the feeling of progress in training which is
present in Pokemon.

2.5

Gamification

The term gamification” is not very well defined, but usually relates to the
”
use of video game elements in non-gaming systems to improve both user
engagement and the user experience [19]. In [20] the term gamification is
defined as the use of game design elements in non-game contexts.” These
”
elements are used to increase the user engagement. Often gamification of systems can be reduced to pointsification”, as the only game-like element of the
”
system is a score system or leaderboard [21]. Webpages like StackExchange12
and its sub pages use a scoring system to encourage users to provide great
content (in this case answers to questions), by a reputation system where
users receive points when other users upvote their answers. The benefits of
this system are twofold: first, users return to the site to provide answers in
order to receive points, and secondly, the quality of the content is improved
as a result of users making a greater effort to score more points from other
users.
Another use of gamification that goes beyond pointsification is games with
a purpose. These are games where the underlying goal is to use the players
actions for research purposes. This is often a task which is not directly
solvable by a computer but needs human input, which is packaged in the
context of a game in order to increase the players’ willingness to help with
the research. In [22] two games are created that has an underlying purpose
of classifying images. In the first game players are paired online and are
presented with the same image, which they need to describe by entering
words. Once both players have entered the same word, the image is completed
and has presumably received a tag that is descriptive of the image. In the
second game, players are again paired online, and this time one player has
to guess a word related to a picture he cannot see, while the other player
can reveal parts of the picture as hints. By playing these games, players help
labeling images which is a task that computers cannot reliably do.
Foldit [23, 24] is a puzzle game where players must fold proteins into compact structures, which is a computationally difficult scientific problem. One
of the challenges in creating a scientific game is enabling non-expert natural
problem solvers to advance a specific scientific domain [23]. In order to introduce non-expert players to the game, a series of introductory levels teaches
the concepts of the game to new players. After the introduction, players can
12

http://stackexchange.com/
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start solving puzzles, which are proteins that need to be folded, posted by
scientists. When a puzzle ends, the scientists can gather the proposed solutions, and use these to gain insight into the structure of the protein. In this
way, the problem-solving powers of a community of gamers help the scientific
research.
Evolve can be seen as gamified evolutionary robotics”, and is not a game
”
with a purpose per se, since the results are not used for any greater good.
Instead the concepts of gamification are used to provide a much more intuitive
and fun interface to hide the complexity of NEAT.

2.6

Incremental evolution

Evolution of complex behaviour can be difficult or sometimes impossible when
starting from a random population, as the evolution might get stuck in local
optima in the search space. In [25] the complex task of predator-prey is
solved by using incremental evolution instead of direct evolution.
Their experiments showed that direct evolution was not able to find the
required solutions to consistently capture prey, but was only able to evolve
simple mechanical behaviours. By breaking up the task of preying into several, more simple sub tasks, the evolution first found a solution to catching
a stationary prey, next to catch a slowly moving prey, and finally to catch
a fast moving prey. By incrementally evolving the predator on increasingly
complex tasks, a solution was found to the original problem that was not
solvable with direct evolution.
Helicopter control is another complex task that is not easily evolved. In
[26] the controller for a helicopter in a simulator is evolved to follow a path of
waypoints. Attempts to evolve monolithic networks from scratch that could
solve the task failed, due to the helicopter spinning around its z -axis. This
lead the authors to break the task into two subtasks: first evolve the yaw
controller to face toward the target heading, and then evolve three neural
networks simultaneously to control parts of the helicopter. This approach
lead to very good performance.
There are two main differences from the monolithic approach: First, the
incremental evolution solves the problem of yaw before focusing on controlling
the entire helicopter. Secondly, modularity is introduced to evolve sub parts
of the controller. These modular networks are evolved independently but
evaluated together as a controller, easing the task of evolving the different
control axes.
Modular networks are also used in [27] to create a controller for the
EvoTanks domain. As in [28], a subsumption architecture is used consisting
of three subcontrollers. First a base controller is evolved using an evolution12

ary algorithm, and once it is good enough, the best individuals are frozen
and the domain is changed. Then another layer is added to the subsumption architecture with access to new inputs relevant to the changed domain,
and is evolved again for the new domain. This lead to a gradual increase in
complexity of the domain that the agent adapts to.
The EvoTanks domain is actually quite similar to the game developed in
this project, but it is more of a research testbed where users enter their AI
controllers, whereas this project is meant to be a game enjoyable for players,
not just researchers.
The modular approach was considered for Evolve, but it was decided to
use one big network for the entire controller, since it would be simpler to
implement, and in the game it would be simpler for the player to switch the
entire controller instead of switching parts.
Evolve encourages the use of incremental evolution by letting players
switch focus areas during training, and letting players take a copy of an existing brain and evolve in a new direction, creating a family tree of brains. This
approach is also used in other interactive evolutionary applications [29, 30].
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3

Neuroevolution of Augmenting Topologies
(NEAT)

NEAT, developed in 2002, tries to bring together the best parts of previous
attempts to evolve neural networks, into a coherent algorithm that is capable
of evolving both the weights and the topology of the neural networks at the
same time.
The beauty of NEAT is that it requires very little domain knowledge to
use, and is thus very good at generalizing solutions. It is not required by
the network to know anything about the optimal topology of the solutions.
The only requirements are that the number of input and output neurons
be specified, and that there is a fitness function in the domain that can be
used to evaluate the produced networks. The design of the fitness function
is important in order to guide the evolution in the right direction.
NEAT starts out with a uniform population of networks without any
hidden nodes at all, where only the weights and connections are randomly
chosen. Hidden nodes and connections are added to the networks incrementally through mutations and cross-overs in the evolutionary algorithm. The
benefits of this approach are twofold: the evolved neural networks are minimal (i.e. no bloated networks), which in turn gives NEAT a performance
advantage over other methods by having minimal dimensions to search in [3].

3.1

Competing conventions

One of the main problems of crossing over neural networks is the competing
conventions problem, where the same network might be represented in two
different ways. Consider an encoding where the networks are encoded by
the hidden neurons as they appear from left to right. Then the networks
ABC and CBA are encoding the same neural networks, but the evolutionary
algorithm will see them as two different networks (see Figure 4). A crossover
will likely lead to either ABA or CBC, meaning that the crossover has lost
information and is degenerate [31].
This is of course a contrived example that easily could be prevented with
a proper encoding, but the same problem could arise for networks that represent similar solutions but have different topologies or sizes. A sub-network
of a large network might output the same as a neuron in the smaller network,
and thus the result of crossing over these networks would still be degenerate,
but it would be much harder to recognize.
NEAT solves this problem by keeping a history of which genomes (neural
networks) that are compatible with each other, and uses this information
14
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Figure 4: The competing conventions problem. These two networks produce
identical output, but might be perceived as two different networks due to the
arrangement of the topology.
to align genes before crossing over. These historical markings ensure that
information is not lost when crossing over, and allows new structure to be
added, and still keeps track of the compatibility through the entire evolution
[3].

3.2

Genetic encoding

In NEAT, a genome is represented as a list of nodes with an Id and a Type
(input, output, hidden), and a list of connections between two nodes. Each
connection is marked with an auto-incremented innovation number and is
also stored in a global innovation database (see Figure 5). Each time a new
connection appears through mutation, it is checked whether this connection
(from in node to out node) already exists in the innovation database. If it
does, it is assigned the innovation number from the database, otherwise it is
given the next available number and is added to the database.

3.3

Historical markings for tracking genes

By using the innovation numbers on newly created structure, it is possible to
see which parts of two networks line up and can be crossed over without either
loosing data or duplicating connections. Since the innovations are stored in
a global database and the innovation numbers never change, it is possible to
track the historical origin of each gene throughout the entire evolution.
By combining these innovation numbers with the encoding scheme, it is
possible to line up two genomes to match all the connections they have in
common, just by aligning their innovation numbers. Innovations that are
only present in one of the genomes are called disjoint, if they are in the
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Figure 5: A network in NEAT is encoded as a list of nodes and a list of connections. Each connection has an Id that is stored in the innovation database
and is used to keep track of structures that appear in several networks.
middle of the genome, or excess if they are at the ends.
When crossing over two genomes, all the matching genes are copied to
the new genome (each gene is selected from either the first or the second
genome at random - this decides whether or not the gene is disabled and the
weight of the connection in the new genome), and the genes that are disjoint
or excess are also added to the new genome (see Figure 6). This ensures that
all the genes the two genomes had in common are kept intact, and the genes
that were different for the two genomes are both present in the new genome.
It even means that two different structures, that shared a sub-structure, will
still have the sub-structure intact but with the different connections from the
two genomes attached to it.

3.4

Protecting innovation through speciation

Since newly created structure might not yet have found its optimal configuration, it is important to protect new topologies from being killed off by the
evolutionary algorithm before they have had time to optimize their structure.
This is done by a process called speciation, which divides the population of
genomes into clusters based on inter-similarity of their topology. The process
of comparing two topologies is made easy by the use of the innovation numbers. The more disjoint and excess genes there are between two genomes,
the less compatible they are. Therefore, the compatibility of genomes can
be measured as a simple linear combination of the number of excess genes,
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Figure 6: Topologies change in NEAT by either adding or removing nodes,
adding or removing connections or crossing over two genomes. The innovation Ids are used to align the genomes for cross-over so the common structure
of the networks are kept intact, and the differences (the excess and disjoint
genes) are being added to the resulting offspring. The grey boxes are disabled
connections.
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disjoint genes, and matching genes giving a distance measure δ.
This distance measure δ can be used to cluster genomes, by using e.g. a
simple k-means clustering algorithm. The clustering algorithm runs until no
genomes have switched clusters, thus speciating the n genomes into k species.
To prevent one species from growing too large, explicit fitness sharing is
used, where genomes in the same species must share the fitness of the species.
This means that smaller species still have a chance of surviving until they
eventually grow large, thus keeping species alive in order to preserve diversity
in the evolution [3].
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4

Evolve - the game

In this section the game Evolve will be presented and the game mechanics
and development will be detailed.
From the game’s webpage13 :
Evolve is a game about becoming the greatest robot trainer
of all time. Your mission is to teach a simple robot how to fight
and ultimately take it to the Champion’s Arena to battle against
other trainers. To reach this goal, you must teach your robot how
to move and how to fight, and you must have the tactical nouse
to tell your robot what to do in the heat of battle. Your robot
will gradually become more advanced as you progress through the
missions, and when the missions are completed you will be ready
to battle online against other players.
There were several reasons for developing this game. First, we wanted to
bring the power of evolutionary algorithms into the hands of the player, both
to see what players might come up with, but also to see if it would make
sense to use evolution as a game mechanic. Secondly, we wanted to give
the player indirect control over the robot by being able to switch the brains
during battle. This would open up some tactical perspectives not possible
with only a single brain controlling the robot, and would hopefully engage
the players even after evolution had completed.

4.1

Game overview

The goal of the game is to evolve brains that can control a simple robot to
do simple tasks. These tasks include moving around, attacking with melee
weapons, attacking with ranged weapons and shooting mortars. Once the
player has evolved brains for the robot, he can test the robot by completing
missions (single player) or by competing against other players’ robots online.
The player can select up to four brains that he can switch in and out during
battle in order to have different brains developed for different situations.
The game consists of two main parts: a training part where the player
evolves the brains for the robot, and a battle part where the robot competes
against other robots using the evolved brains as control mechanism.
13

The game can be downloaded from http://jallov.com/thesis/
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Figure 7: A robot standing in the impact of its own mortar explosion.
4.1.1

The robot

The robot is a small, tank-like construction that is able to move forward and
backwards and turn in place (see Figure 7). It has four components:
1. The robot itself: The robot can move forwards and backwards but
can also rotate without moving. The robot regains speed by a constant
rate if the speed has been lowered by attacking.
The robot has 100 health. When all its health has been depleted, the
robot explodes and the player has lost the battle.
2. The melee weapon: The hammer is the robot’s melee attack weapon.
If opponents are hit with the hammer, they lose health according to the
damage of the currently assigned weapon. Whenever the robot attacks,
it incurs a speed penalty. Therefore it is not beneficial for a robot to
constantly be hammering, since it will heavily impede its movement
speed.
3. The ranged weapon: In front of the robot is its ranged weapon.
This weapon has a range of 50 meters and instantly hits. The ranged
weapons generally fire much quicker than the melee weapons, but deals
substantially less damage and incurs lower speed penalties.
4. The turret: On top of the robot is an independently turning turret.
This turret fires mortars, which are big cannon balls that do area damage on hit. The damage falls off linearly from the center of impact and
out to the periphery of the impact area. Firing mortars incur a 80 %
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- 100 % speed penalty, meaning the robot will almost completely stop
moving when firing.
4.1.2

Robot bootcamp

The Robot bootcamp is the overview screen for the player (see Figure 8).
Here he can see the progress of his robot, his progress through the missions
and select and create new brains for further training. When the player starts
in Level 1, the only available mission is the first one, and by clicking on it
the player can see what is required to complete it. At Level 1, no weapons
have been unlocked and the robot is only able to move around.

Figure 8: Screenshot of the Robot bootcamp. From here the user can create
and choose brains, select unlocked weapons and go to missions to reach the
next level.
From this screen the player can do the following actions:
1. Select a brain. In the middle panel, all the player’s brains are listed.
Clicking on one of them will lead to the training screen where the player
can focus the training of the brain.
2. Create a new brain. This can be done in two ways: the player can click
on the ’New blank brain’ button at the top to create an entirely new
brain, or the player can click on the + sign on any existing brain to
create a branch of this brain to continue evolving. The last is especially
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useful if the player needs a basic movement pattern, but two specific
attack patterns.
3. Select brains for battle. When the user has created some brains, he
can choose up to four of them to use in battle by dragging them down
onto the Selected brains panel. In battle, the player can switch between
these brains by clicking them or pressing 1 - 4 on the keyboard.
4. Select weapons if unlocked. The player unlocks new weapon types when
he reaches level 2 (melee weapons), level 3(ranged weapons) and level
4 (mortar weapons). He can select between three different weapons in
each category. The weapons in each category are designed to do an
almost identical damage per second, but have different fire rates and
slow down effects on the robot.
5. Go to missions. The player can select which mission he wants to complete, and when the brains are ready, he can go to the battle scene to
try and complete the mission. The player levels up by completing a
mission and unlocks the next mission.
6. Read a tutorial that tells the player how to use the Robot panel (where
the player selects weapons), the Missions panel and the Brains panel.
This tutorial is displayed the first time the user enters the screen, and
can be brought up any time by pressing on the yellow ! button.
4.1.3

Brain training

When the player selects a brain, he is taken to the training screen (see Figure 9). In this screen he can set the name of the brain (for future reference)
and he can select the focus areas of the brain. The player can choose to
either reward or punish the brain for doing the specified actions. The focus
areas are grouped in four semantic categories:
1. Movement: These focus areas relate to the movement of the robot.
Move around rewards the robot for just moving around. Reach distance
rewards the robot for reaching a distance to the target set in the Distance slider. Keep distance rewards the robot for keeping a distance
to the target set in the - Distance slider. Face target rewards the robot
for aiming its front at the target (looking directly at it).
2. Melee: These focus areas relate to the melee attacks of the robot. This
category is unlocked in level 2. Attacks reward the robot for performing
as many attacks as possible, not taking into account whether they hit
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the target or not. Hits reward the robot for actually hitting the target.
Precision rewards the robot for hitting the robot on each attack, thus
not performing any unnecessary attacks.
3. Ranged: These focus areas relate to the ranged attacks of the robot.
This category is unlocked in level 3. Attacks reward the robot for performing as many attacks as possible, not taking into account whether
they hit the target or not. Hits reward the robot for actually hitting
the target. Precision rewards the robot for hitting the robot on each
attack, thus not performing any unnecessary attacks.
4. Mortar: These focus areas relate to the mortar attacks of the robot.
This category is unlocked in level 4. Aim turret rewards the robot for
pointing its turret at the target. Attacks rewards the robot for shooting
as many mortars as possible. Hits rewards the robot for actually hitting
the target with its mortars. Precision rewards the robot for hitting
the target on each attack. Damage per attack rewards the robot for
dealing as much damage per attack as possible. Since the damage dealt
is directly proportional to how close the impact point is to the target,
this focus area trains the robot to hit very close to the target for dealing
optimal damage.

Figure 9: Screenshot of the Training area. Here the player chooses which
areas to focus on in the evolution. The player can also see for how long the
brain already has been trained and choose how the target should behave.
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The player can also choose how the target should behave. There are four
different movement patterns: Target stands still, Target moves back and
forth, Target moves randomly about, and if the user ticks off ’Target follows
robot’ a target will spawn for each robot and follow it around. The target
size slider lets the player adjust the size of the target. It is easier to hit
a large target, but the brain becomes more precise when training on small
targets.
The player can see statistics about the brain, telling how many generations this brain has been evolved and what its fitness is.
The player can see hints for how to evolve the brains for the selected
mission by clicking the yellow ! button. These hints will also appear the first
time the player enters the screen with a new mission.

Figure 10: Screenshot of the optimization screen. This is where players spend
the bulk of their time waiting for evolution to find a good brain for them.

4.1.4

Optimization screen

When the player has chosen the focus areas for the brain, he proceeds to
the Optimization screen (see Figure 10). Here the player sees a square arena
with a target in the middle, and 25 robots spawn at random positions in a
distance of 20 meters from the target. This is the training that has begun.
Each robot represents a brain that is being run for a generation consisting
of 5 iterations of 20 seconds each, to evaluate how well the brain performs.
The game runs at an increased speed during this phase in order to complete
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as many generations possible in the shortest amount of time. The fastest
computers may be able to run this at 25 times normal speed, while older
computers will be able run it at 12 - 15 times normal speed, meaning a
generation can be processed in 4 - 10 seconds.
After a generation is complete, the best brains are kept for reproduction
while the worst brains are removed from the population. Then the next
generation starts. This process usually takes about three to five minutes
for evolution to find a brain that performs well on the tasks defined by the
chosen focus areas (like moving close to the target or shooting lasers at it).
In the left sidebar the player can see how far evolution has come, and
whether the best brains have become better or worse at the task at hand.
The player can also see a detailed breakdown of how the best brain performed
on the focus areas that were selected. On the right sidebar there is an explanation of what is going on, so the player has something to read while waiting
on evolution.

Figure 11: Screenshot of the mission screen from Mission 4. The player is
about to win the battle, having brought the opponent down to 0.47 health
and is just in need of one more hit to win. In the bottom is the four brains
the player has chosen to be able to use in combat, with the fourth brain
’Mortar distance’ selected as active.
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4.1.5

Missions

When the player has evolved the sufficient brains, he can test their abilities
in the missions (see Figure 11). The missions are designed to give the player
a gentle introduction to how battle works, and the arena and interface is
exactly the same as in the multi player part.
The missions consists of several quests each. They are usually structured
so the first couple of quests tests the abilities of the newly unlocked weapon,
and the last quest is a battle against a computer controlled robot. Only by
beating the robot in battle is the mission completed. Once the player wins
(by completing a mission) he is presented with a message of Level n Unlocked,
and upon returning to the Robot bootcamp, the next level of weapons and
missions are unlocked.
The last mission is a ’Boss battle’, where the only quest is to beat the
opponent who has 150 health (opposed to 100 health for normal robots and
the player’s robot).
4.1.6

Champion’s Arena

Once the player has completed all the missions, he is urged to go to the
Champion’s Arena to fight against other players online. It is possible for
players of all levels to enter the Champion’s Arena, but players who are not
at least level 4 will face a warning before entering, since their robots are
not yet fully developed (i.e. they are lacking the offensive abilities of the
opponents).
The screen looks a lot like the Robot bootcamp (see Figure 12). The only
difference is that the missions panel has been replaced with an online lobby
where players can join open games or create a new game if no games are
available.
4.1.7

The Arena

Online games takes place in the arena, which is basically the same scene as
the missions (see Figure 13), except it has a lot of network code instead of
a computer controlled opponent. Matches can be played as either a single
game, a best of 3 or a best of 5. The controls are the same as in the missions:
The robot is controlled by the active brain, and the player can switch between
the four brains he has chosen in the Champion’s Arena or Robot bootcamp.
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Figure 12: Screenshot of the Champion’s Arena. From here, players can
create and join online battles, but also create and modify brains and select
different weapons.

Figure 13: Screenshot of the online arena. The opponent ’Contrast’ is about
to win over the player ’Jack’ in a melee battle.
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Figure 14: A network evolved for approaching the target after 170 generations. The input nodes are: 0 = bias, 1 = front pie slice, 2 = left front pie
slice, 3 = left back pie slice, 4 = right front pie slice, 5 = right back pie slice,
6 = left wall sensor, 7 = right wall sensor, 8 = pickup sensor, 9 = on-target
sensor, 10 = distance to target sensor, 11 = turret-on-target sensor. Red
connections are positive weights, blue connections are negative weights. The
width of a connection is proportional to the value of the weight, i.e. thicker
lines means larger numerical values.

4.2

Using NEAT in the game

The premise of this game is that evolution is the core mechanic, and that the
game needs evolution in order to work. Since the robots are controlled by
neural networks, it makes perfect sense to use NEAT as the core algorithm
of the game.
NEAT has a powerful evolutionary algorithm that ensures a diverse population by protecting innovations through speciation, which is perfect for a
game that relies on evolution. Since NEAT evolves neural networks, it is a
perfect match for this game, as the results produced by NEAT can be used
directly in the game.

4.3

How the robot perceives the world

The robot is equipped with a few different sensor types in order to perceive
the world around it. There are 11 active input sensors: 5 pie slices, two wall
sensors, an on-target sensor, a distance to target sensor, a turret-on-target
sensor and a distance to nearest pickup. These inputs are fed to the neural
network created by NEAT, which gives six outputs: steering, gas, melee
attack, ranged attack, turret rotation and mortar force (see Figure 14).
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Figure 15: The different sensors on the robot.
4.3.1

The inputs

All 360◦ around the robot are divided into 5 pie slices (see Figure 15). If the
target is in a pie slice (within 100 meter), the corresponding input will be
activated with the value
d
(3)
SR
where d is the distance to the target and SR is the sensor range which
is 100 meters. This gives a linear input between 0 and 1, with high values
when the target is close by.
The five pie slices are divided accordingly:
pi = 1 −

• Front slice: [-15◦ , 15◦ ), in front of the robot
• Left front: [-90◦ , -15◦ ), the left side
• Right front: [15◦ , 90◦ ], the right front
• Left back: (-180◦ , -90◦ ), the left back
• Right back: (90◦ , 180◦ ), the right back
The on-target sensor is activated if the target is within (-10◦ , 10◦ ) in front
of the robot. In this case, the input value is
t=1−
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α
10

(4)

where α is the angle between the robot’s forward vector and the vector
from the robot to the target, and 10 is the active range of the on-target
sensor on each side. This gives a value between [0, 1]. One disadvantage
of this approach is that the robot has no way of knowing whether it is to
the left or the right of the target, only how close it is to be on-target. To
circumvent this issue it would be necessary to have either two inputs (one
from each side) or use values in the range [-1, 1] for input instead, with 0
being on-target. However, to keep a consistent design throughout, all ’high’
values are 1 and all ’off’ values are 0.
The turret-on-target sensor works in the exact same way as the on-target
sensor, but instead of using the robot’s forward vector to calculate the angle,
the turret’s forward vector is being used instead. Since the turret is rotating
independently, the forward vector of the turret is always at the yellow barrel.
The wall sensors are two vectors at (-0.2, 0, 1) and (0.2, 0, 1) that detects
if there are any walls in front of the robot on either side. They use ray casting
to project the vectors a distance of 100 meters. If these rays hit a wall, the
sensor input gets activated with
d
(5)
SR
where d is the distance to the wall and SR is the sensor range, which is
set to 100 meters.
The last input is the distance to the target. Even though the distance to
the target is also available to the robot through the pie slices, this last input
was added to help the mortar better judge distances, in order to calculate
how much power it should fire the mortar with. The distance is normalized
to [0, 1].
The distance to nearest pickup is not implemented, so it is just returning
random values between 0 and 1.
wi = 1 −

4.3.2

The outputs

The six outputs of the network are:
1. Steer: [0, 1], which gets scaled to [-1, 1], determines how the robot
should turn. Values greater than 0 means right turn (in proportion to
the value), values less than 0 means left turn.
2. Gas: [0, 1], which gets scaled to [-1, 1], determines the movement speed
of the robot. Values greater than 0 means move forward (in proportion
to the value), values less than 0 means moving backwards.
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3. Melee attack: [0, 1]. If value is greater than 0.5, the robot will try to
perform its melee attack. Success depends on whether the melee attack
timer allows for an attack.
4. Ranged attack: [0, 1]. If value is greater than 0.5, the robot will try
to perform its ranged attack. Success depends on whether the ranged
attack timer allows for an attack.
5. Turret rotation: [0, 1], which gets scaled to [-1, 1], determines how
the robot’s turret should rotate. Values greater than 0 means rotate
right (in proportion to the value), values less than 0 means rotate left.
6. Mortar force: [0, 1]. If value is greater than 0.5, the robot will try
to perform its mortar attack. Success depends on whether the mortar
attack timer allows for an attack. The value also determines how much
power the mortar is fired with, i.e. how long the mortar will fly. A value
of 0.51 will fire the mortar 6.4 meters away, which means the robot will
be hit by its own mortar, while a value of 1 will fire the mortar 21.7
meters away.

4.4

Player designed fitness function

The only way the player can interact with the evolution is by providing
the fitness function to NEAT. The player designs the fitness function in the
Training screen (section 4.1.3), by adjusting the sliders for each of the focus
areas. Each focus area is directly related to a component in the fitness
function, which is a weighted linear combination of all the focus areas:
X
f =b+
ai · w i
(6)
i∈F

Here F is the set of active focus areas (based on player level), ai is the
observed value of the focus area scaled to [0, 1], wi is the weight given by the
player in the sliders in [-100, 100] and b = 1000 is a start value to prevent
fitness values from going below zero.
4.4.1

Calculating fitness for each focus area

Here it will be detailed how each focus area is translated into the value ai for
use in the fitness function.
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Available in level 1:
Move around: Measures the distance the robot has moved. Each game
dm
tick the value of gas is added to a variable dm. Value is calculated as a = ticks
.
Reach distance: How close the robot has come to the desired distance
to the target. I.e. if desired distance is 10 m, this will save how close to being 10m away from the target this robot came. Value is calculated as 1 − dist
,
50
where dist is the closest distance to the desired distance.
Keep distance: Keeping as close to the desired distance for as long as
possible. For each game tick the difference d between the actual distance to
the target and the desired distance to the target is calculated. This value d
is then run through a function g(x) to inverse the value
g(x) =

20
+1
20

x2

(7)

The resulting value g(d) is added to a variable sum. When evaluation is
over, the value of sum is divided by 10 times the number of game ticks. There
is no guarantee that the result is in [0, 1], but experiments have shown that
this gives values that are comparable in performance to the other focus areas.
Face target: How much time is spent facing the target. Each game tick the
ft
value of on target is added to a variable f t. Value is calculated as a = ticks
.
Available in level 2:
Melee attacks: How many melee attacks performed. Counts each time
attacks
a melee attack is performed. The value is calculated as a = maxattacks
, where
maxattacks is the weapon’s attack speed times the duration of the evaluation.
Melee hits: Counts how many melee attacks hit the target. The value
hits
.
is a = maxattacks
Melee precision: The amount of successful melee attacks. Calculated as
hits
a = attacks
.
Available in level 3:
Ranged attacks: How many ranged attacks performed. Counts each time
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a ranged attack is performed. The value is calculated as a =

attacks
.
maxattacks

Ranged hits: Counts how many ranged attacks hit the target. The value
hits
is a = maxattacks
.
Ranged precision: The amount of successful ranged attacks. Calculated
hits
as a = attacks
.
Available in level 4:
Aim turret: How often the turret is aimed at the target. Each tick the
tt
.
value of turret on target is added to a variable tt. The value is a = ticks
Mortar attacks: How many mortar attacks performed. Counts each time
attacks
.
a mortar attack is performed. The value is calculated as a = maxattacks
Mortar hits: Counts how many mortar attacks hit the target. The value is
hits
a = maxattacks
.
Mortar precision: The amount of successful mortar attacks. Calculated
hits
as a = attacks
.
Mortar damage per attack: How much damage is dealt per mortar attack. Since the mortar damage is inverse proportional to how near to the
target the mortar hits, this encourages shooting mortars close to the target.
For each attack the damage is added to a variable damage. Value is calculated as a = damage
.
attacks
This weighted system ensures that players can have primary and secondary focusses of their training, and they can punish the robot for behaviour
they won’t allow. As an example, to train a robot to quickly move towards
the target, it might be beneficial to punish it for performing attacks as they
incur a slowdown on the robot’s movement speed, while having a primary focus of keeping a close distance to the target and a secondary focus of moving
around.
If a robot has not moved or rotated at all during the evaluation, it is
given a fitness value of 0 to discourage doing nothing.
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4.5

Engaging players through gamification

In the first prototype of the game, the only included parts were the brain
overview and training part, and the multiplayer part. Thus players had to
figure out how to train the brains on their own, and had to figure out which
kinds of brains they would need. Testing showed that the players were lost
from the beginning, and could not understand the game concepts without
receiving a lot of help.
To help introduce players to the game and guide them through the important parts, it was decided to both add tutorials but also to gamify the
play experience. Based on the play tests, the following steps were taken to
improve the overall player experience:
4.5.1

Level system

A level system was introduced. The idea was to gradually introduce the
player to the complexity of the game by unlocking new features for each new
level. The level system is devised as follows:
1. Level 1: The robot is only able to move around. In the training screen
only the focus areas related to movement are visible.
2. Level 2: Melee weapons are unlocked, along with the focus areas related to melee weapons.
3. Level 3: Ranged weapons are unlocked, along with the ranged focus
areas.
4. Level 4: Mortar weapons are unlocked, alongside mortar focus areas.
5. Level 5: All weapons are mastered, unlocks the final mission which is
a boss battle.
6. Level 6: The boss has been defeated and the player is ready to go to
the multiplayer part of the game in the Champion’s Arena.
This system should provide a gentle introduction to the game, along with
tutorials and hints. This has at least two benefits for new players: There are
fewer options to be confused about from the start of, and the simulation will
run faster since no attacks are calculated, thus leading to a slightly increased
performance for players in level 1.
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Figure 16: All the available weapons in the game. Melee weapons unlocks
in level 2, ranged weapons unlocks in level 3, and mortar weapons unlock in
level 4.
4.5.2

Weapons

It was decided to add different weapons to the game, so players could have
some variety and choose what suits them best. For each weapon category
three weapons are selectable (see Figure 16). The weapons in each category
have almost equal damage per second, but vary in attack speed and how
much they slow down the robot’s movement speed.
Having an option to select weapons (and forcing players to select a weapon
before training) informs the player about the newly unlocked features when
they level up.
4.5.3

Missions

In order to measure whether the player creates functioning brains, a mission
system was added to the game. These missions would also serve as an in35

troduction on how to control the robot in battle by switching brains. This
would prepare the player for playing online. Therefore the UI and functions
are almost the exact same in the missions as in the online arena.
Each mission is designed to test the player in the newly unlocked features.
Once the player has created brains that master these features, and can use
them to complete the mission, he reaches the next level, thus unlocking a
new feature - mission set.
The five missions are:
1. Mission 1: Movement. Here the player must learn to control the
movement of the robot. To complete the mission, the player must create
two brains, one that is trained for approaching the target, and one that
is trained for fleeing from the target.
In the mission, the player must complete three quests. First move close
to the target, next flee from the target (which is now following the
player) and finally catch the target as it tries to flee from the player
robot.
2. Mission 2: Close combat. In this mission the player must create a
brain that can perform melee attacks and hit the target. The first quest
is hitting a target three times. The last quest is beating the opponent
in a battle, where the opponent also will use its melee attack.
3. Mission 3: Ranged attacks. In this mission the player must create
a brain that hits the target with the robot’s ranged attack. The first
quest is hitting a stationary target five times with the ranged attack,
the next quest is hitting a moving target five times, and the last quest
is, again, beating the opponent in a battle.
4. Mission 4: Mortar attacks. This is the last mission that introduces
new features, namely the mortar attack. The player must create a brain
that can hit the target with its mortars. The first quest is to hit the
target three times with the mortar, and the last quest is to beat the
opponent in battle.
5. Mission 5: Final test. The final test is the boss battle. Here the
player has to defeat an opponent who has 150 health instead of 100.
The opponent will use all its attacks. The player might need to fine
tune his brains before being able to complete this mission.
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4.5.4

Tutorials and hints

This game is not easy to get started with, and there are quite a few concepts
that the player needs to know about in order to play the game. Therefore a
lot of tutorials and hints were added to the game. Almost every screen has a
set of tutorial dialogues that explains what is going on and how to play the
game, and these can be brought up any time by pressing a button on screen.

4.6

Implementation

The game has been developed entirely in the game engine Unity 4.514 over
a period of five months, using the Unity plugins dfGUI15 for UI and Photon
Realtime16 for networking.
4.6.1

SharpNEAT

Since Unity supports scripting in C♯ it made sense to try to use SharpNEAT
directly with Unity. When using the free version of Unity it is not possible
to import extern DLLs, so it would not be possible to use a compiled version
of NEAT. Instead all code must be imported directly into the Unity project
and compiled along with the rest of the game. Therefore SharpNEAT seemed
like a perfect fit since it is written entirely in C♯. There were however two
problems that prevented using SharpNEAT straight out of the box:
• Unity supports scripting in C♯ using Mono 2.6 which is roughly equivalent to C♯ 3.017 , while SharpNEAT uses features from C♯ 4.0.
• SharpNEAT is based on a parallel threaded algorithm that allows execution of as many threads as there are cores on your computer. Unity
does not allow threading to interact with the main loop of the game,
but instead uses Coroutines18 .
To port SharpNEAT to Unity, two things had to be done. First, all C♯
4.0 features had to be removed and replaced with C♯ 3.0 equivalents. Most
of these cases were uses of parallel foreach loops, which could be replaced by
normal foreach loops and just run in one thread.
14

https://unity3d.com/
http://www.daikonforge.com/dfgui/
16
https://www.exitgames.com/en/Realtime
17
http://www.mono-project.com/docs/about-mono/releases/2.6.0/,
//gamedev.stackexchange.com/a/80299
18
http://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/Coroutines.html
15
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http:

The other, more complex problem, was setting up SharpNEAT to wait
for evaluations to run in the 3D world in Unity, and then setting it up to run
25 evaluations at the same time running shared on a single thread.
The solution to this problem was modifying the core loop of NEAT to be
executed as a Coroutine, which would wait a given number of seconds before
continuing to execute. This eventually lead to a hierarchy of coroutines being
instantiated from one another, where each of the lowest level coroutines were
responsible for running each individual of the population. An Optimizer class
was created which held a Dictionary of phenomes and fitness values, so it was
possible to send back the fitness values from the Unity scene to the NEAT
algorithm.
This worked really well, and using Unity’s Time.timeScale it was possible to run evolution at up to 100 times normal speed, greatly reducing the
evolution time.
4.6.2

Limitations of Unity’s physics system

Even though Unity has the ability of setting the time scale to 100, thus
running at 100 times normal speed, this is very limited by the physics system
of Unity. The robots are evolved in a full 3D world with all the physics that
is present normally. This means that for every game tick, all physics has to
be updated by calculating gravity on all non-kinematic rigid bodies. When
Unity runs all 25 robots of a population at the same time in the same thread,
this means that Unity will lag at high time scales because it cannot do all the
calculations in the allotted time. Under these conditions, it was possible to
run at approximately 10 times normal speed on a high-end desktop computer.
A tweak was found to double the speed of execution. It is possible to
alter the fixed delta time step for the physics execution, which determines
how many physics updates are being calculated per second. Fiddling with
this can be dangerous, since high speed game objects such as bullets might
pass through objects without registering a collision, if the time gap between
the physics updates is too big. For this project, the precision of the physics
was not as important, so it didn’t pose much risk to double the fixed delta
time step, thus halving the number of physics computations per second.
The speed of execution is directly proportional to the amount of available
CPU power of the computer. With these tweaks, it is possible run evolution
at time scale 25 on high-end computers (with a minimum of other processes
running at the same time).
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4.6.3

Speed of evolution

Achieving the right speed of evolution is a matter of balancing and squeezing
performance out of the physics system. Obviously, running at normal speed
would be too slow, since normally at least 50 generations are required before
evolution finds good solutions in this search space. By running at 20 times
normal speed, it is still possible to follow how the robots move, while 50
generations can be completed in about 3 - 4 minutes.
In order to run at this speed, all animations and weapon effects had to
be removed to free up computation time. Especially mortars are removed
entirely from the evolution, and are replaced by calculating their impact
point and time based on the mortar force. This means, however, that it is
not possible to see in the evolution whether the robots are performing attacks
or not.
If evolution had to run even faster, it would be necessary to write a new
physics system optimized for this process. It would not need to be a complete
physics system, but it should mimic the workings of the current system. In
this case it would not be possible to see the evolution as it happens, but the
performance might be dramatically increased.
In the end it was decided to keep using the built-in physics in Unity, since
it would be a big project to simulate all the physics. This way the player
can see how evolution is progressing by following the robots movement as it
happens.

4.7

NEAT parameters

NEAT is run with a population size of 25, using an acyclic activation scheme
meaning no recurrent networks can occur.
The mutation parameters used are:
• Connection weight mutation probability: 88.8 %
• Add node mutation probability: 0.5 %
• Add connection mutation probability: 5 %
• Delete connection mutation probability: 0.4 %
• Asexual offspring proportion: 50 %
• Sexual offspring proportion: 50 %
• Interspecies mating proportion: 1 %
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Each generation is evaluated for 20 seconds, repeated five times with
random starting points to get an average fitness value.
The activation function used for each node is a steepened sigmoid function:
f (x) =

1
1 + e−4.9·x
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(8)

5

Experiments

Two experiments were conducted during this project. The first experiment
was a standard play test to figure out whether the core mechanics of the game
worked, and the second experiment was a large scale play test to gather data
on player behaviour.

5.1

First experiment: play test

The play test was held approximately a month before the final release, and
its purpose was to test the game concept. At this point the game consisted
of the brain overview and training parts, and a lobby where players could
create and join online games.
The play test showed that while the players thought it was an interesting
game, they had problems playing it since there were not many clues as to
what to do. The players needed tutorials and a better understanding of how
the game worked in order to evolve useful brains. These results lead to a
major redesign of the game, and the introduction of missions, level system
and weapons. A detailed description of the play test and its results can be
found in Appendix A.

5.2

Second experiment: player behaviour

The purpose of the second experiment was to investigate how players interacted with the game, to see whether evolution worked as a core game
mechanic, and to see if the novel game mechanic of brain switching was engaging to the players. In the game a lot of data collection functions were
implemented, that would send data about how the players played the game
to a central server. These data include:
• Details about each brain such as focus areas settings (the objectives of
evolution, used to calculate the fitness function, see Section 4.1.3 and
Section 4.4), generation and fitness.
• Every time a brain’s focus areas is changed, the previous version is
saved so there exists a history of all changes for each brain, complete
with the neural networks at each change.
• Information about each match played, such as outcome, time, opponent
and setting (mission or online).
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• Information about brain switches during matches, including how long
each brain was active and what kinds of attacks and damage it performed.
The game was released on a public webpage19 at night on the 10th of
August, and was spread on social media the following days to attract players.
Data collection would automatically happen while the players played the
game. The data collection ran for 10 days and concluded on the 21st of
August.
19

http://jallov.com/thesis/
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6

Results

In this section results from both the single player and multi player part of the
game will be presented. The results will look both at the brains evolved by
the players, but also at the players’ behaviour when competing online against
other players.

6.1

Evolving brains

Every time a new blank brain is created, a new population of random networks is created by NEAT. Because of the randomness of the initial networks,
some populations might be very quick to discover good solutions, while other
populations will take a really long time. Sometimes, it is quicker to delete a
brain and try again, than waiting for evolution to replace the bad parts of
the population with better individuals.
6.1.1

Evolving an approaching brain

The first thing new players are tasked with is to create a brain that can
approach the target.
Table 1: Two focus area settings for efficient approach search.
A.
Focus area
Weight
Move Around
15
Reach distance
0
Keep distance
100
- Distance
0
Face target
100

B.
Focus area
Weight
Move Around
15
Reach distance
30
Keep distance
100
- Distance
0
Face target
100

In Table 1 two settings of focus areas are presented which focuses the
search for an approaching brain. The primary goal of the brain is to keep as
close to the target as possible, hence the value 100 in Keep distance and the
value of 0 in - Distance (meaning reward the robot for keeping a distance of
0 meters to the target). The focus area Face target also has a value of 100
since it is easier to approach the target if the robot is facing the target. A
secondary goal is also added, by giving Move around a weight of 15. This
is to promote movement so the robot will receive more reward for moving
around than for standing still. In B. there is also a secondary goal of just
reaching the target.
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These two focus area settings were used for evolving four approaching
brains which shows the diversity of the search.
In Figure 17 the evolution of fitness for an approaching brain is shown.
This brain uses focus area setting A. from Table 1. The brains get gradually
better for each generation. Between generation 10 and 20 NEAT finds a
configuration that works well, and the fitness increases dramatically from
about 1080 to about 1140. The next 30 generations see slight improvements,
ending at a fitness of about 1160. Since the robots are being tested for
five iterations with random starting points per generation, the fitness is not
constantly rising, but is oscillating a bit.
In Figure 18 another brain trained for evolution is shown which uses focus
area setting B. from Table 1. For the first 15 generations NEAT is not able
to produce any networks that are good at approaching, but suddenly an
almost perfect network is created in generation 16 which takes the fitness
from 1037 (little or no approaching ability) to a high 1178, which is a really
good approaching brain. From this point the brain does not improve for the
next 25 generations.
Sometimes there are no good brains in the initial population of NEAT. In
Figure 19 the evolution of an approaching brain is shown, where the initial
population almost did not move at all. When a network does not move at
all, it is assigned a fitness of 0 for the iteration. The best network of the
initial population had a fitness of 600, which meant that it had only moved
in three out of five iterations. It took almost 10 generations before the best
network was able to move in all iterations. From that point, the evolution
looks like the evolution in Figure 17, reaching a high fitness value of 1115.
In contrast to the slow evolution in Figure 19, sometimes the initial population starts with networks that just works for the task. In Figure 20 a
network from the first generation is perfect at approaching the target, having
a high starting fitness of 1170. The evolution was stopped after 4 generations since the brain was already perfect. This seems like a very unlikely
coincidence.
Looking at the neural networks evolved for each of the brains, it is clear
to see that the network complexifies over time. The Bad start approach brain
has 10 connections, which was evolved after 68 generations, while the Super
start brain has only 4 connections which was found in the first generation.
Looking at the connections in the Bad start approach brain, it is clear that
a lot of the connections are not necessary for accomplishing the task of approaching, but are also not in the way of completing the task. For instance,
all the connections to the turret rotation output node are redundant, since
the turret has no impact on the movement of the robot.
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Standard evolution approach
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(a) Fitness of evolution.

(b) Evolved network.

Figure 17: Standard evolution. The fitness value increases rapidly from
generation 10 to generation 20, and flattens out when a near optimal solution
is found.
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Sudden improver approach
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(a) Fitness of evolution.

(b) Evolved network.

Figure 18: Evolution did not improve for the first 15 generations, but suddenly a good solution was found which doesn’t really improve any further.
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Bad start approach
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(a) Fitness of evolution.

(b) Evolved network.

Figure 19: Evolution started out with a bad population, receiving low fitness
values. After 10 generations a consistently performing solution was found,
and from this point on the fitness gradually increased.
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Super start approach
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(a) Fitness of evolution.

(b) Evolved network.

Figure 20: This evolution started with a perfect solution in the randomly
initialized population. The fitness shows minor improvements which are due
to different starting positions per generation.
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Table 2: Two focus area settings for melee attack search. C. is efficient
when the starting population already knows how to approach the target. D.
has melee attacking as its primary goal and approaching the target as its
secondary goal, for use on a new blank population.
C.
Focus area
Move Around
Reach distance
Keep distance
- Distance
Face target
Melee attacks
Melee hits
Melee precision
6.1.2

D.
Focus area
Move Around
Reach distance
Keep distance
- Distance
Face target
Melee attacks
Melee hits
Melee precision

Weight
0
0
0
0
10
10
100
100

Weight
10
0
25
0
25
10
100
100

Evolving a melee attacking brain - incremental vs. direct
evolution

One part of mastering the robot is the movement, but another important part
is mastering its attack skills. The robot has three different kinds of attack:
melee, ranged and mortar. The first attack skill that a player unlocks is the
melee attack in level 2. There are two approaches to developing a melee
brain: a direct approach of starting from scratch with a blank brain, and
an incremental approach of starting from an existing brain and changing the
focus areas.
In Table 2 two focus area settings are presented for training melee attacking robots. Setting C. is intended for use with a population that already
knows how to approach the target. The ideal use of this is to create a copy
of an existing approaching brain and evolve it with these new focus areas.
Since the population already knows how to approach the target, it is only a
small mutation away from also performing melee attacks, which would lead
to melee hits when the robot is close to the target. Setting D. is intended for
a new blank population. It has a primary goal of hitting the target with the
melee attack, and a secondary goal of approaching and facing the target.
In Figure 21 the evolution of a network trained with setting C. is shown.
This network is based on the network from Super start approach, which was
already good at approaching. Some individuals of the population are actually
already performing the melee attacks, so the fitness of the first generation
is at 1040. By awarding the melee hits and melee precision, the search is
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Approach - melee
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(a) Fitness of evolution.

(b) Evolved network.

Figure 21: The population already knows how to perform melee attacks, and
since they are trained for approaching, they get some melee hits in the very
first generation. From this point on, the fitness increases until it flattens out
around 1060.
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quickly focused on the brains that are best at this task, and the fitness
steadily increases over the first 10 generations to a fitness of 1060, which is
a pretty good attacking brain.
In Figure 22 the same focus area setting C. is used on a blank population
that does not know how to approach. Because the fitness function only
rewards attacks and hits, the search is not guided towards making the robots
approach the target. Most of the robots just stands still and attack. It takes
33 generations before one robot reaches the target and hits it, achieving
a significantly higher fitness value. Since the robots have random starting
positions, sometimes the position is just right for a robot to get close to
the target and hit it, but most of the time the same network will move away
from the target. This means that the search takes a long time to find a useful
network. It is not until after about 400 generations that that the fitness is
somewhat steady around 1050. The spikes in the fitness graph comes from
’lucky’ generations where the same network has been spawned four or five
times at a near optimal position, instead of spread evenly around.
Imposed over the fitness graph is the maximum complexity of the networks. The complexity is an expression of how many connections and hidden
nodes are present in the network. SharpNEAT has a setting where it will decomplexify networks if they are not improving for a period of time, favouring
the less complex networks. During the long evolution of over 800 generations, this has happened twice, and is a result of the search not consistently
performing well. This also explains why the network for the best brain is
somewhat simple, considering it has been evolved for 838 generations.
In Figure 23 the direct approach of Pure melee is compared to the incremental approach of Approach - melee. Since they are using the exact same
focus area setting, the fitness values are directly comparable. It is clear to
see that the incremental evolution finds a good solution much faster.
Since setting C. is not suited for evolving from a blank population, another
brain was evolved with setting D. (Figure 24). The fitness graph has three
main sections. The first is the approximately 50 first generations, where the
robots are not getting close enough to the target to get some actual hits, but
is instead getting fitness from the secondary goals of approaching and for
just performing attacks. From about generation 80 and until generation 350,
the robots will sometimes hit the target, but not in all iterations, causing
the large fluctuations that also were present in Figure 22. Finally the last
section is from about generation 380 to 450, where the evolution has found
a more consistent solution that always gets hits on the target and performs
consistently at a fitness of around 1085.
Comparing these two approaches indicates that incremental evolution is
a much faster way to develop the somewhat complex action of getting close
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(a) Fitness of evolution.

(b) Evolved network.

Figure 22: Long evolution, running for more than 800 generations. The
evolution of complexity is shown alongside the fitness. When the networks
do not improve over a certain period of time, NEAT lowers the complexity
of the networks. No consistently good solution is found.
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Figure 23: Comparing direct evolution with incremental evolution. Incremental evolution is much quicker to find a solution. In the time taken to find
a good solution with incremental evolution, the direct evolution has only
managed to hit the target a few times (the spikes at the end). These fitness
values are directly comparable.
to the target and hitting it with the melee attack. The incremental evolution
has the advantage of starting from a previously evolved population, which has
also taken some time to evolve. Looking at the four approach brains evolved
in the previous section, it takes about 50 generations on average to evolve a
good approaching brain. Adding the 15 generations needed to get a consistent
melee hit brain gives a total of about 65 generations. In comparison, the
melee brain with setting C. took over 800 generations without ever being as
good as the incremental brain, and the focused melee brain with setting D.
took about 400 generations to perform well.
The complexity of the networks are significantly lower for networks that
are incrementally evolved, compared to the directly evolved ones, since it
often just requires small changes in the approaching brain to turn it into a
melee brain, whereas the direct evolution need to discover everything from
scratch, where many generations leads to complex networks. In comparison,
the incremental network has just five connections and no hidden nodes, where
the Focused melee network has 35 connections and three hidden nodes.
These results indicates that incremental evolution is more efficient than
starting from blank brains for each new task.
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(a) Fitness of evolution.
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Figure 24: Direct evolution with secondary goals of approach. It takes more
than 400 generations to find a good solution, and it results in a very complex
network.
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Table 3: Players per level.

Level # players Percentage
Level 1
28
57.14 %
Level 2
10
20.41 %
Level 3
1
2.04 %
Level 4
2
4.08 %
Level 5
1
2.04 %
Level 6
7
14.29 %

Cumulative Cumulative
of all
of active
100 %
42.86 %
61.76 %
22.45 %
32.35 %
20.41 %
29.41 %
16.33 %
23.53 %
14.29 %
20.59 %

Table 4: Total events
Total
Melee
Ranged
Mortar

6.2

Attacks Hits
5929 1040
21725 1953
1657
737

Damage Own damage
8929.74
2601.33
14647.4
4450.8

Player data

In the 10 days where the data collection took place, more than 300 people
visited the game’s website and 49 players downloaded the game and created
an account. Of these 49 players, 34 managed to create a brain (referred to
as ’active’ players). A detailed breakdown of how far the players progressed
can be seen in Table 3. It is worth noting that more than 60 % of the players
who gave it a try also made it past the first level, almost 30 % made it to
level 4 and thus unlocked all the weapons in the game, and just over 20 %
completed the game.
In total, the players switched brains in battle more than 3000 times,
roughly equally split between missions and online play (Arena). In total
almost 30 000 attacks were performed and more than 26 000 damage was
dealt.

6.3

Brain data

The players evolved a total of 445 brains, where 129 brains were unique. The
remaining 316 brains are archived versions of a unique brain, created when
the player changed focus areas on the same brain and continued training.
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Table 5: Brains per user per level
Level Avg. # all brains
Level 1
2,18
Level 2
9,8
Level 3
19
Level 4
25
Level 5
13
Level 6
28,86

Avg. # unique brains
0,68
2,7
13
5,5
5
7,57

The longest running evolution ran for 4227 generations and resulted in a
massive network consisting of 32 hidden nodes and 260 connections. This
brain was trained to face the target, reach a distance of 0 meters, but keep
as far away as possible (Reach distance = 100 and Keep distance = -100 ).
This results in an interesting move pattern of going through the target and
then far away in an oscillating pattern (see Figure 25). The brain with most
changes has been changed 16 times.
In Table 5 the average number of brains and unique brains per player
per level is shown. With the exception of a few outsiders, players in higher
levels have more brains, which makes sense since they have more actions that
might require a brain each.
6.3.1

Focus areas

On average, each brain has approximately 4 focus areas. In Table 6 the usage
(amount of brains where the focus area is present, counting all versions) of
each focus area is shown. The usage follows the level structure. The four
most used focus areas, which are present in almost half of all the brains are
the movement areas, which are available in level 1. After these follow the
three melee focus areas which are unlocked in level 2. Next is the rifle focus
areas (available in level 3) with a slight overlap of the mortar focus areas
(available in level 4).
To get a better understanding of which focus areas are commonly used
together, all the unique brains are mined with the Apriori association mining
algorithm. The focus area - Distance has been omitted from the data set,
since it is only in effect when either Keep distance or Reach distance is used. 5
rules were found with a confidence greater than 0.90 and a minimum support
of 0.1.
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(a) Massive network after 4227 generations.

(b) Interesting move pattern.

Figure 25: The behaviour of the longest evolved brain. It is trained to
both approach the target and keep away from the target, resulting in these
oscillating patterns where it goes through the target and then far away before
returning.
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Table 6: How often each focus area appear in the brains.
Focus area
Face target
Keep distance
Move around
Reach distance
Melee hits
Melee precision
Melee attacks

Usage
63.60 %
53.48 %
50.34 %
48.76 %
24.72 %
23.15 %
21.57 %

Rifle hits
12.36 %
Rifle precision
11.91 %
Aim turret
10.11 %
Rifle attacks
9.21 %
Mortar hits
8.54 %
Mortar attacks
7.87 %
Mortar precision
5.84 %
Mortar damage per attack 4.49 %

The best rules found were:
1. Rifle precision (14) → Rifle hits (14), confidence: 1
2. Melee precision (24) → Melee hits (23), confidence: 0.96
3. Face target, Melee precision (18) → Melee hits (17), confidence: 0.94
4. Melee attacks, Melee precision (18) → Melee hits (17), confidence: 0.94
5. Face target, Melee attacks, Melee precision (16) → Melee hits (15),
confidence: 0.94
The minimum support of 0.1 effectively rules out almost all mortar brains,
since the mortar focus areas are only present in 14 brains for Mortar hits and
11 or fewer brains for the other mortar focus areas. Lowering the minimum
support to 0.05 would however lead to 361 rules, many of these permutations
of the melee and movement focus areas.
Looking at the best rules, it is clear to see that players reward weapon
precision together with weapon hits. This is an excellent strategy for optimizing the brain to hit the target often, since the precision will reward the
robot for not doing unnecessary attacks, while the hit will reward the robot
for hitting as many times as possible. This strategy should, given enough
time, lead to a robot that only attacks when it knows it will hit, and that is
often in a position where it will hit.
Another common combination is using Face target together with Melee
hits which makes sense as the attacks are performed in front of the robot.
The large itemsets L3 and L4 (Table 7 and Table 8) show the most frequent combinations of focus areas. Two general observations can be made
from these itemsets:
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Table 7: L3 itemsets
Item 1
Move around
Move around
Move around
Face target
Face target
Face target
Melee attacks
Face target

Item 2
Face target
Face target
Reach distance
Reach distance
Melee attacks
Melee hits
Melee hits
Melee attacks

Item 3
Keep distance
Reach distance
Keep distance
Keep distance
Melee hits
Melee precision
Melee precision
Melee precision

Count
39
36
36
34
17
17
17
16

Table 8: L4 itemsets
Item 1
Move around
Face target

Item 2
Face target
Melee attacks

Item 3
Item 4
Reach distance Keep distance
Melee hits
Melee precision

Count
29
15

1. When training for movement, the players tend to use all or almost all
of the focus areas at once.
2. When training for melee attacking, Face target is important for the
players to include.
6.3.2

Brains by player Contrast

The player Contrast evolved 9 brains in order to complete the game and
reach level 6. In Figure 26 all the brains of Contrast is shown. The names
indicate what the purpose of each brain has been. Contrast has based a
melee attacking brain on a brain that was already trained to follow (the red
’følge efter’ which means follow). He has also evolved three different mortar
brains, something that could indicate that the first attempts did not go so
well, or that he wanted mortar abilities in different situations. There are
two types of mortar brains evolved: the standard ’mortar’ and ’ny mortar’,
and a brain called ’flygte mortar’ which means flee mortar. This is based on
a brain developed for fleeing, indicating a tactical decision of running while
shooting mortars backwards.
A detailed breakdown of the evolution of brain ’følge efter’ can be seen in
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Figure 26: These brains have a relatively flat structure. Most of the major
brains (melee, range, mortar) are developed from blank populations (direct
evolution).
Figure 27. Contrast has changed the focus areas or target movement three
times, resulting in four versions of the brain. This brain has been trained to
follow the target.
In the first version, the brain is only trained for facing the target with
Face target = 100. The target is stationary. This version was only trained
for 10 generations and did not find a good solution as seen by the low fitness
score. In the behaviour picture it is shown that this brain causes the robot
to move upwards and away from the target.
In the next version, the brain is trained to both face the target and
keep a distance of 0 meters to the target. This version was trained from
generation 10 to generation 76 against a stationary target, and ended up
with a somewhat good fitness score of 1103, meaning it has basic approaching
skills. The network has been complixified in the process, adding several new
connections and a new hidden node. Looking at the behaviour, it is evident
that the robot possesses approaching skills, but uses quite a lot of turns to
reach the target.
After 76 generations, Contrast decided to train against a target with a
random movement pattern to train the robot to follow a moving target. This
training proceeded until generation 125, achieving a higher fitness of 1122.
The approaching skill is much better, once the robot is on target it goes
straight for it.
In the final iteration of the brain, Contrast changed the size of the target
to small and let the evolution run until generation 373. This resulted in a
high fitness of 1150 and a significantly more complex network than he began
with. This brain is even quicker at finding the target, and still proceeds
straight to the target once it is found.
Looking at the final network, a lot of these connections are not helping
the task of following a target, but they are not hindering the task either. The
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følge-efter
Version 0 10-generations,-fitness:-1001.589

Focus areas
Face-target:-100

Target-move:
Stationary
Version 1 76-generations,-fitness:-1103.042
Target-move:
Face-target:-100
Keep-distance:-100 Stationary
---Distance:-0

Version 2 125-generations,-fitness:-1121.834
Target-move:
Face-target:-100
Keep-distance:-100 Random
---Distance:-0

Version 3 373-generations,-fitness:-1150.29
Target-move:
Face-target:-100
Keep-distance:-100 Random(small)
---Distance:-0

Figure 27: The evolution of the brain ’følge efter’, an approaching brain. The
more generations used, the more complex the network gets. This is trained
to follow a randomly moving target. The brain gets better and better at
approaching the target as seen in the behaviour pictures. Version 0 is really
bad, version 1 turns quite a bit, version 2 starts by going backwards and
version 3 goes straight for the target.
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Figure 28: These brains have a hierarchical structure, with most of the major
brains being based on the same ’Face target’ brain. This is an example of
incremental evolution.
only two relevant outputs for following are steer and gas, while the remaining
outputs are not active when the player is in level 1, thus not having any effect.
However, when the player progresses to level 2 and unlocks melee weapons,
he might see a decline in performance from this brain, since it will most likely
activate the melee attack a lot and receive speed penalties because of this.
6.3.3

Brains of player Ditac

The player Ditac also made 9 brains to complete the game and reach level 6.
Whereas Contrast had a pretty flat structure of his brains, creating most of
the brains from blank brains, Ditac bases many of his brains on one single
master brain, ’Face Target’ (see Figure 28). Creating a master brain that
is trained for facing the target hints at a basic understanding of the game
mechanics from Ditac. Both the melee attacking and the ranged shooting
are relying on the robot’s ability to face the target in order to be successful.
Counting together the generations of all brains shows that Contrast used
more than 5 times as many generations as Ditac (3349 vs. 599) to complete
the game. This might be a result of the two different approaches of these
players. Contrast created most brains with blank populations, requiring more
time for each brain than using incremental evolution like Ditac did. This is
also in line with the results from Section 6.1.2, where incremental evolution
was much faster at developing the same skills compared to direct evolution.
A detailed breakdown of the brain ’Shoot Target’ in Figure 29 by Ditac,
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Shoot.Target
Version 0 3.generations,.fitness:.1056.024

Focus areas
Target.move:
Face.target:.100
Stationary.
Rifle.hits:.100
Rifle.precision:.100 (small)

Version 1 13.generations,.fitness:.1147.55
Face.target:.100
Rifle.attacks:.100

Target.move:
Stationary.
(small)

Version 2 51.generations,.fitness:.1109.095
Target.move:
Face.target:.100
Stationary.
Rifle.hits:.100
Rifle.precision:.100 (small)

Figure 29: The evolution of the brain ’Shoot Target’ which is trained for
performing ranged attacks. The network complexifies as more generations
are used. This brain is trained to hit a small stationary target in order to
increase precision. Version 0 does not shoot at all, only faces the target.
Version 1 shoots all the time, and ends up facing the target where all the
shots hit the target. Version 2 also shoots all the time, but ends up just on
the edge of the target, some shots hit the target and some shots misses.
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shows the evolution of a brain that is evolved for hitting the target with the
ranged weapon, and is based on an existing population of brains trained for
facing the target.
The first version of the brain was trained for only 3 generations, with focus
areas Face target = 100, Rifle hits = 100 and Rifle precision = 100 against
a small stationary target. The population was based on the ’Face Target’
brain, and after 3 generations the network is a very simple network with only
bias and on target sensors affecting the rotation (steer) of the robot. This
brain causes the robot to turn around in place until it is facing the target, at
which point it stops turning and keeps looking at the target.
In the next version of the brain, Ditac changes the objectives from rifle
hits and precision to focus only on Rifle attacks, to enable brains that actually
shoot. After 13 generations the brain has achieved a high fitness of 1147, and
the network shows that a connection has been made from the pickup sensor
(which receives a random value between 0 and 1 as input) and the ranged
output, causing the robot to fire at random times. This brain causes the
robot to shoot very often while still turning as the first version did. This
means that when the robot is facing the target, it will keep facing the target
and hit it many times with the ranged weapon.
In the final version of the brain, Ditac again focusses on Rifle hits and
Rifle precision alongside Face target. This evolution ran until generation 51,
reaching a fitness of 1109. In the network of the final brain the steer is still
controlled by on target and bias, while the ranged output is controlled by
the random values of the pickup sensor. This network is actually not quite
as good as the previous version, because it stops turning right at the edge of
the target, meaning some of the ranged attacks will hit the target and some
will miss.
Since this brain had been evolved from a population that already were
focused on facing the target, it took very few generations to find a brain that
also fired its ranged weapon. Combining these two properties quickly lead to
an effective brain.

6.4

Brain switching in battle

An important control mechanism in the game is the ability to switch brains
during battle. The players are allowed up to four brains to switch between
when playing missions and online. Brain switching happens instantly and is
not subject to any penalty, so strategies involving many switches can be just
as good as having a brain that can do everything.
In the data collection period, 1541 brain switches were performed by
players playing in the missions. The average duration of each brain activation
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Table 9: Mission events
Mission Attacks Hits
Melee
3724
637
Ranged
10716
912
Mortar
591
256

Damage Own damage
4047.37
893.33
4278.33
2896.37

Table 10: Arena events
Arena
Melee
Ranged
Mortar

Attacks Hits Damage Own damage
2205
403 4882.37
11009 1041
1708
1066
481 10369.07 1554.42

was 8.46 seconds. In Table 9 the amount of attacks and damage done for all
the brains are shown. The preferred way of dealing damage in the missions is
a close race between using mortars and using melee attacks. It is interesting
that mortars have done the most damage of all attack types, since it is not
available until in the last two missions. However, once mortars are unlocked,
they are a great way to deal a lot of damage - also to the player himself.
This is evident in the almost 3000 damage dealt to the players by their own
mortars.
In the online matches 1498 brain switches were performed, with an average duration of 4.14 seconds for each brain activation. Looking at the amount
of damage dealt online (Table 10), it is clear that the preferred way of dealing
damage is by using the mortar, which have dealt more than twice as much
damage as the melee attacks. However, the players competing online are better at not hurting themselves with their mortar, dealing only 1554 damage
to themselves.

6.5

Brain switching in online battles

Disclaimer: I am part of all the results for the online battles.
In total, 26 matches were played online. Each match consists of several
battles, as each match is either best of 3 or best of 5. This resulted in 104
battles, where 10 ended in a draw and the remaining 94 had a winner and a
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Table 11: Average number of switches
Outcome
Won
Lost
Draw

Avg. # switches Standard deviation
6.23
4.22
8.04
4.92
6.70
4.73

loser.
It is interesting to see if there is a relationship between how the player
uses his brains and whether he wins or loses the battle.
First, we want to see if the number of brain switches performed during a
battle has an impact on the outcome of the battle. In Table 11 the average
number of switches per outcome is shown with their standard deviations (the
data sets can be seen in Appendix C). It appears that fewer brain switches is a
more successful strategy, as winners have on average 6.23 brain switches while
losers have 8.04. The standard deviations are quite big however, indicating
that there is a high variation from battle to battle.
To assert whether there is a significant difference between winners and
losers, the data is run through a Students T test for two sample data sets
with unequal variance. This yields a two-tailed p value of 0.00723, which
is significant at p ≤ 0.01. This result indicate that, for the collected data,
players who does not switch brains so often are more likely to win.
One measure of player behaviour is how often they switch brains. Another
measure is how much each brain is used, which would indicate favourite
brains. To measure this we calculate the Shannon entropy [32] of each battle
X
E=−
P (bi ) log2 P (bi )
(9)
1≤i≤4

where P (bi ) is the proportion of time that brain i has been active. This
value is a measure of how much information is contained in the brain switches.
A high value means that the brains have been used close to equally, while a
low value indicates that one brain has been used much more than the others.
The highest entropy for four brains is 2, while for three brains it is 1.585.
To see whether the entropy is correlated with the outcome of the battle,
each battle is assigned a value of 1 if the battle was won, 0.5 if it was a
draw, and 0 if it was lost (see Appendix C for data set). We can then use
these pairs of outcome and entropy to calculate the Pearson correlation. The
correlation coefficient for the data set is r = −0.2376 which indicates a slight
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negative correlation between the outcome and entropy. The data set contains
208 entries (one per player in each battle), so we can look at a table of critical
values for Pearson correlation20 to determine whether this correlation has any
significance. The critical value for N = 200 is 0.182 at p ≤ 0.01, and since
the absolute value of the correlation coefficient is 0.2376 we can conclude
that the correlation is significant.
These results indicate that players who do not switch brains as often are
more likely to win, and that players who prefer a specific brain for most of
the battle has an advantage over players who use several brains more evenly.
There can be several reasons for this. One is that players who have evolved
an efficient mortar brain might be inclined to stay in a waiting position while
firing their mortar, and wait for the opponent to approach them by going
through the barrage of mortars. This strategy requires only one brain and is
very efficient, which might explain the low number of switches and preference
of one brain.
Another explanation is that some players did not evolve as efficient brains
as their opponent, and had to use strategies with many brain switches to participate in battle. These strategies could be the use of an approaching brain
to reach and face the opponent, and then switch to a brain that performs
melee attacks but rotates away from the opponent. Such a strategy requires
many switches and might not be as efficient as one good brain.
These results are collected from matches between only four players, and
therefore the data might be biased by each players strategies and efficiency
of evolved brains. A larger amount of players would be needed to get more
robust results.

6.6

Analysing battles

In this section we take a closer look at four battles and see how they played
out.
6.6.1

Mortar battles

In Figure 30 two battles from the same match are presented on time lines.
Each player used only two brains for the battles. Player 1 used the brains
’Damage Joe’, which is a mortar firing brain, and ’Hit face’, which is a brain
that is good at firing the ranged weapon over long distances. Player 2 used the
brains ’følge efter’, which is good at approaching and following the opponent,
and ’ny mortar’, which is a mortar firing brain.
20

http://faculty.fortlewis.edu/CHEW_B/Documents/Table%20of%20critical%
20values%20for%20Pearson%20correlation.htm
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Player 1 brains:

Player 2 brains:

følgeøefter
nyømortar

DamageøJoe
First battle

Hitøface

Health: 100
Player 1

Time:

28ørangedødmg

0.00

Player 2

66

100

-31

4ørangedødmg

4.59

12.74

0ødmg

Health: 100

22

15.69

22.48

131ømortarødmg

100

72

68

Second battle
Health: 100

100

100

45

Player 1

Time:

0.00 1.11

109ømortarødmg

3.23

14.19

Player 2

Health: 100 100

55ømortarødmg

100

-9

Figure 30: Two battles are shown. Both players rely heavily on their mortar
attacks, with the bulk of the damage being dealt in both battles being from
mortars. Each player wins a battle.
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In the first battle, Player 1 quickly switched to ’Hit face’ while Player 2
used the approaching brain. After 4.59 seconds Player 2 was close enough to
Player 1 that he switched to the brain ’ny mortar’ and began hitting Player
1 with mortars. Over the course of about 12 seconds Player 1 inflicted 28
damage with his ranged weapon. However, at this point Player 2 had begun
firing mortars at Player 1 and dealt much more damage with each mortar hit
than Player 1 could do with his ranged weapon. Player 1 tried to switch to
his ’Damage Joe’ brain, but quickly switched back to ’Hit face’. After a few
seconds Player 1 switched back to ’Damage Joe’, but did not hit the Player
2 with his mortar. Instead, Player 2 dealt a massive 131 mortar damage to
Player 1, thus winning comfortably with a remaining health buffer of 68.
In the second battle, Player 1 resolved to only use his ’Damage Joe’ brain.
Player 2 spend the first 3.23 seconds of the battle approaching the opponent
in order to get him within the range of his mortar attacks. From here Player
2 also switched to his mortar firing brain. Player 1 had better luck this time
aiming at the opponent, and managed to deal 109 mortar damage while only
receiving 55 mortar damage himself. Thus, each player won a battle using
mortars.
6.6.2

Melee battles

In Figure 31 a new match with the same two players is shown. In this match
Player 1 uses three brains, the two described previously and ’Melee baby’,
which is a brain trained for approaching and hitting the opponent with melee
attacks. Player 2 uses four brains, the two described previously and ’range’,
which is a brain trained for ranged attacks, and ’melee’, which is a brain
trained for melee attacks.
In the first battle, Player 1 quickly switches to ’Hit face’ and over the
first 10 seconds inflicts 15 damage to Player 2, who is using his approaching
brain to get close to Player 1. After being hit for 15 ranged damage, Player
2 switches to his own ranged brain, but fails to hit Player 1 with any ranged
shots. After 16.37 seconds the players are close enough to each other that
Player 2 switches to his melee brain, which inflicts 35 melee damage over 3
seconds. The ’Hit face’ brain of Player 1 also uses its melee weapon while
firing its ranged weapon. After 19.75 seconds Player 2 has lost his focus
and uses his approaching brain to once again face the opponent. During this
turning, Player 2 drops from 15 to 1 health, while Player 1 is at 65 health.
Player 1 manages to get 2 ranged hits in over the next couple of seconds and
wins the battle comfortably.
In the second battle both players use their ranged and approaching brains
to get close to each other for the first 12 seconds. Once they are close, they
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Player 1 brains:

Damage9Joe
Hit9face

First battle
Health: 100

range
melee

Melee9baby

100

100

følge9efter
ny9mortar

65

65

559melee9dmg

Player 1

Time:

Player 2 brains:

469ranged9dmg

0.00 1.3

10.05

16.37

Player 2

19.75 21.27

24.99

359melee9dmg

Health: 100 100

85

64

15

1

-1

11

-4

Second battle
Health: 100
Player 1

Time:

0.00

100

81

80 62

2.4

28

259melee9dmg

29ranged9dmg

Player 2

Health: 100

99

109ranged9dmg

7.63

12.47

15.65

18.8

21.69 24.05

28.25

17+14+17+14+16+169melee9dmg

19ranged9dmg

1+3+2+19ranged9dmg

100

98

98

89

77

74

63

63

Figure 31: Two battles are shown. In these battles both players use melee
damage as primary damage and ranged damage as secondary damage. Player
2 performs more brain switches than Player 1, and in the second battle the
strategy of switching brains often wins the battle for Player 2.
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employ two different strategies. Player 1 uses only his ’Hit face’ brain, which
both inflicts melee damage and ranged damage at the same time. Player 2
uses a strategy of quickly switching between brains ’melee’ and ’følge efter’.
The melee brain is good at inflicting melee damage when the robot is facing
the opponent, but the brain causes the robot to rotate. Therefore Player 2
needs to rotate the robot back to face the opponent by using the approaching
brain. In this battle, this strategy provided Player 2 with more control over
his robot, and using this strategy he inflicted over 100 points of damage,
mainly by his melee weapon.
6.6.3

Weapon imbalance

Looking at both the total amount of damage dealt online and in the individual
missions, it is clear to see that the mortar is the weapon of choice, due to its
high damage and large impact area. As a result of this, the mortars tend to
dominate all the battles. Especially the Destroyer, which causes a solid 60
damage on a perfect hit, makes it hard for the robots to actually get close to
each other, since two hits by the Destroyer is enough to take out the robot.
These mortar weapons needs to be adjusted so they inflict less damage in
order to have more diverse battles.
In the other end of the spectrum is the ranged weapon, which is the least
used weapon. There are some problems with the physics system that causes
the ranged weapon to hit the ground right in front of the opponent instead of
actually hitting the opponent, which can be frustrating to watch as a player.
This weapon needs to be fixed as well so it is more competitive.

6.7

Results summary

A lot of different results have been presented in this section. These results
have related both to the workings of NEAT in the game and to the data
collected about player behaviour in training and in online battles.
In Section 6.1 four different types of fitness progress was shown for a brain
trained for approaching, and the resulting networks were shown. It was also
shown that incremental evolution generally is much quicker to find solutions
to complex tasks than starting from a blank population.
In Section 6.2 general data about the players were presented. 60 % of the
players who created a brain also made it to level 2, while 20 % completed
the game.
In Section 6.3 statistics about total brains and brains per player were
presented. A detailed analysis of the focus areas used showed that players
often used focus areas together that semantically matched, e.g. using Face
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target together with melee focus areas. This hints at an understanding of
the underlying game mechanics from the players. The brain trees of two
players were shown, one who used a flat structure of brains, and another who
used a hierarchy of brains based on a single master brain. The evolution of
two brains were shown through all its iterations, where the complexification
of the networks were evident. Of the two players presented, the one using a
hierarchical structure completed the game using much fewer generations than
the player using a flat structure of brains. This indicates that incremental
evolution is quicker to find solutions than direct evolution.
In Section 6.4 data on brain switching from the missions were presented.
In Section 6.5 statistical tests were run on the player behaviour in online
battles, indicating that fewer brain switches and favouring one brain tended
to lead to more victories. These results were collected from only 4 players,
so they may not be representative.
In Section 6.6 two matches were analysed in detail, showing which brains
were used when and how much damage they inflicted. This showed a couple
different strategies used by players.
The main results are that the players understand the game and can use
evolution to create winning brains, and that players use the brain switching
when playing, both in missions and especially when playing online. These
results indicate that evolution, and NEAT in particular, can be used as a core
game mechanic, and that the novel game mechanic of brain switching introduced in this project is engaging for the players. The players switch brains
every 4.14 seconds on average in online battles, and use the brain switching
for different strategic purposes. Some players have brains for different situations, whereas other players use a combination of two brains to perform a
single task. The brain switching introduces variety to the battles, and makes
the players feel invested in the battles. It also helps even out the differences
between a player with a very good brain and a player with less good brains,
who can use brain switching to compensate.
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7

Discussion

One of the fundamental questions sought to answer in this project is whether
evolution (in this case neuroevolution) works as an engaging game mechanic.
Looking at the amount of active players that made it through the first level
and the entire game (60 % and 20 % respectively), it seems like the premise
of the game captured the interest of the players. It should be noted that
the distribution of the game has not been targeted any particular ’playertype’, but has been shared via social media to friends and family. A certain
amount of the registered players are people who are not gamers normally,
and are having an impact on the statistics due to the relatively low amount
of total players (49).
With more than 400 brains evolved over the course of ten days by 34 active
players, I would argue that the game mechanic of evolution is engaging, and
that the concept of the game has been a success. Generally the response has
been very positive, and players have enjoyed both the training / evolution
part of the game, but also the online battles.
During mission and online play, the players performed more than 3000
brain switches, which clearly shows that the players use brain switching as a
control mechanism. In online battles each player used an average of about 7
brain switches with an average duration of 4.14 seconds, whereas the players
switched brains less frequently in the missions with an average duration of
8.46 seconds. The longer durations in mission play are probably due to
the fact that most of the quests in each mission are designed to be solved
by a single brain. It is only the battle quests at the end of each mission
that resemble online play, where the players are free to switch between all his
brains. These timings suggest that players like to switch brains during battle,
and would probably also like to switch brains more often during mission play.
Perhaps the missions should be designed to be more complex, which would
require more brain switches.
The novel game mechanic of brain switching appears to be a success, and
is a way to engage players in the battles. This game mechanic separates this
game from NERO, and gives the players a feeling of influence over the outcome. The players are not merely spectators as in NERO, but are strategists
who must make the right choices to maximize the performance of their robot,
thus increasing their chance of winning. This is also evident in the analysis
of the online battles.
Analysing how players played in the online battles, it was found that
players who switch brains more often and use brains more equally are more
likely to lose a battle. Players who tend to stick to one brain and do not
perform as many brain switches have a higher win rate. These results are
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from four players playing a total of 104 battles, and is probably biased by the
strengths and tactics of each player. More battles with more players would
lead to more representative results.
The analysis of four battles between the same two players showed that
one of the players had a preference of using very few brains, which were
relatively strong. The first brain was good at dealing a lot of mortar damage,
and the other brain was good at dealing ranged damage from a distance
and melee damage when the opponent was close by. This player did not
have much incentive to switch between brains. The other player had a more
diverse strategy, especially for melee combat, where he would switch brains
in intervals of 0.5 - 0.9 seconds in order to deal melee damage with one brain
and correctly align the robot with the other brain. This strategy was the
result of a brain that did not perform optimally, so the player would need to
control the robot by performing frequent brain switches.
These different strategies are a direct consequence of the ability to switch
brains. Without this possibility, players would only have one brain, and they
would be forced to train it to perfection. Now, players can instead use lessthan-perfect brains and combine them to create strategies which might work
just as well or even better than a good brain. This brings another dimension
to the game, and makes the players feel invested in the battles, as they have
a way to control the outcome beyond the training.
When evolving brains for different tasks, the players had two choices:
they could either use direct evolution, starting from a blank brain for each
task, or they could use incremental evolution by copying an existing brain
to continue working on. Players used both strategies in the game. Looking
at the total amount of generations spend per player on evolution, it is clear
that using the incremental evolution was much faster at evolving the same
amount of brains necessary to complete the game. In the shown examples,
the player using direct evolution used more than 5 times as many generations
as the player using incremental evolution. If even more complex behaviours
are added to the game, this difference might grow even larger. These results
are in line with the reported results of [25, 26]. It might be a good idea to
steer the player in the direction of incremental evolution, since it will most
likely speed up the entire process of evolution.
There were a couple of problems and shortcomings of the user interface
and general user experience, which might have been off-putting to some players, and, if fixed, would probably have lead to a higher completion rate. A
big problem was that the game is designed to run at a resolution of at least
1600x900, which meant that players on older laptops weren’t able to play the
game, which resulted in registered players who weren’t able to evolve any
brains.
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One of the most difficult problems to solve game design wise, was creating
the player-friendly wrapper for NEAT. A regular player will be scared away
by terminology like ’Fitness function’ and ’Evolutionary algorithm’, and will
have no clue as to what ’generation’ or ’iteration’ means in the game. All
these theoretic concepts had to be packaged in a way that would be intuitive
to use for the player. This problem is not fully solved as there is still room
for improvement, especially in the descriptions and names of the focus areas.
Focus areas such as ’Keep distance’ and ’ - Distance’ might have confused the
players, and the complexity of setting up the training parameters might have
turned some players away. In order to appeal to more players, the process
of setting up the training parameters should be less complex and perhaps be
introduced by a step-by-step tutorial.
The sheer time required to perform the evolution is also a factor to consider. As it is now in the game, it usually takes about 3 - 5 minutes to get an
approaching brain working starting from scratch - if the parameters are set
correctly. A player who does not set the parameters correctly might never
get an approaching brain, and is thus likely to quit the game since it did not
match the player’s expectations. To use the terminology of Donald Norman
[33], there is a gulf of execution between what the player thinks will happen,
and what actually happens if the player does not understand the focus areas
correctly. When the player then looks at the optimization screen, he sees all
these robots moving around without really knowing what is happening, then
the gulf of evaluation is too big, since the player has a hard time understanding the state of the game. These two gulfs need to be bridged in order to get
more players to enjoy the game.
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8

Future work

This project and game has a lot of potential, and there are several things
that can be done to improve both the game experience and the results of this
project.

8.1

Improvements to the results

Especially the results for online player behaviour with regards to brain switching needs data from more players. Right now the data is based on only four
players, which is not enough to say anything with certainty. It would make
the results much more precise to have results from more players, preferably after some of the other changes suggested in this section have been
implemented. These tests would mostly focus on whether there is an actual
correlation between brain usage (switches and favourites) and winning, as
indicated by the results presented here.

8.2

Planned features

Some features were planned and designed for, but did not make it into the
current version of the game due to time constraints.
Health pickup sensors are already a part of the neural networks for the
robot, but the input to the sensor is not yet implemented. This would also
lead to a focus area related to picking up health, so the player could train
e.g. a fleeing robot to also collect health while fleeing.
Train against a robot with a brain instead of just the dummy target.
By training against an intelligent brain, the training would bear more resemblance to the actual battles. In such situations, the training could also
include damage inflicted and damage taken, so the robot could be trained for
minimizing own damages or maximizing the damage given to damage taken
ratio.
Have arenas with a more diverse terrain, which could include walls, traps
and height differences. Especially the walls would be interesting to have in
the game, and the robots are already equipped with wall sensors. Having
walls in the training part could lead to interesting movement patterns. If
walls are combined with training against another robot with a brain, it might
be possible to develop strategies where the robot uses the walls to its own
advantage.
Show statistics for each player such as number of online battles won and
lost, and have a global leaderboard. Allow for players to see each other’s
brains and perhaps even exchange brains between players.
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Evolve a ’meta-brain’ which learns how the player uses his brains by
observing online battles, and then use this meta-brain as either an NPC
controller when playing single player, or allow other players to play against
your meta-brain when you are not available. The capturing of game state is
already implemented.

8.3

Improvements to the user interface

The most obvious thing to change in the UI is the requirement of a resolution
of minimum 1600x900. If more players are to play the game, it should scale
itself well to lower resolutions. This was not implemented in the current
version due to time constraints.
The names of the focus areas and the flow of setting up parameters for
training need to be re-thought. As it is, the combat focus areas are descriptive
enough, and basically do what the player expects, but the movement focus
areas are more ambiguous. This is a major problem, since a new player only
has access to the movement focus areas. These need to either be simplified
or better explained. Perhaps an interactive, step-by-step tutorial will help
new players get started.
The UI in the Optimization scene should be better at describing how well
the best robot is performing. Some of the focus areas are easy to describe
such as how many melee attacks the robot performed, while others are more
difficult to describe. Right now, the user might see a value of 5232 in Keep
distance, which is somehow related to how close the robot keeps to the desired
distance. The player, however, has no way of interpreting it. It is here that
the gulf of evaluation mentioned in Section 7 needs to be bridged.

8.4

Overall changes to the game

The weapon system needs to be balanced. As it is right now, the mortars
(especially the ’Destroyer’) are too powerful and dominate the game. These
need to be weakened in order to allow for more diverse battles.
The game would benefit from a change in how online games are handled.
Right now, a player creates an online game and waits for another player to
join it. Other players can select active games from a list. This system should
be replaced by two other systems: an invitation system where players can
challenge their friends, and a global match-making system as seen in many
modern games such as Street Fighter X Tekken21 and FIFA 1422 , where the
21
22

Capcom Entertainment, 2011, http://www.streetfighter.com/us/sfxtk
EA Sports, 2013, http://www.easports.com/uk/fifa
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player says ’I want to play a game’, and the match-making system finds
other players who are also waiting to play. This would increase the likeliness
of online matches.
An area that really could use improvement is the speed of the evolution.
Right now evolution is being run in a Unity scene, and is being limited by
the fixed update rate of the physics system. This results in evolution times
of several minutes, where the player can do nothing but watch. Apparently
the next major release of Unity, which will be Unity 5, features an updated
version of the PhysX physics engine. According to a blog post on Unity’s
webpage, the new physics system is multithreaded, and at least a doubling
in performance is generally expected, with some use cases seeing up to tenfold improvements23 . This update in itself might be enough to bring down
the evolution times significantly. Otherwise a solution is to simulate all the
physics purely codebased, and run the entire NEAT loop outside of a scene.
It is a major project to simulate the physics, but I would expect a great
performance increase.
If the simulated physics is run outside of a scene, it means that the player
will not be able to see the evolution as it happens. Instead, the player
could be shown the best individual of the population while NEAT runs in
the background, and every ten seconds the best individual could be updated
from the evolution. Then the player could see how well the best individual
actually performs, without having to read the detailed fitness descriptions or
stopping the entire evolution to run the best individual.
Finally, it could be great to bring this game to tablets. It already has an
interface which mostly consists of adjusting sliders and pressing buttons, so
the UI would not need drastical changes. The battles would also translate
well to tablets since the control is just pressing the four available brains.
23

http://blogs.unity3d.com/2014/07/08/high-performance-physics-in-unity-5/
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9

Conclusion

In this project the idea of using evolution as a game mechanic was taken up
from NERO[18] and used as a core game mechanic in a newly developed game
Evolve. The game consists of two parts: a training part where evolution is
used to train a robot to achieve player-defined goals, and a battle part where
players take their robots online and battle against other players’ robots. The
novel game mechanic introduced in this game is allowing the player to switch
the brains of the robot during battle, thus giving the player indirect control
over the robot. Instead of training an army of preset robots as in NERO, the
player trains an arsenal of brains suited to different tasks, and can use these
brains strategically while playing.
A play test was conducted over 10 days where friends and family were
invited to play the game. In the testing period 34 active players played
the game and evolved 445 brains. Of these players, more than 60 % made
it through the first level and more than 20 % completed the entire game.
An analysis of the evolved brains showed that players often use focus areas
together which are semantically related to the task. Notable examples are
that players often use ’Face target’ together with melee attacking, and that
hits and precision focus areas are used together to increase the effectiveness
of the robot. These results indicate that evolution works as an interesting
game mechanic, and that players are able to evolve diverse behaviours.
Analysis of the performance of NEAT in the game showed that complex
behaviours are easier to evolve by using incremental evolution, where a brain
is trained on a simple task first and gradually adapted to more complex tasks.
Comparison of two players showed that the player who based new brains on
previously evolved brains used 5 times less generations to complete the game
than a player who evolved most of his behaviours from blank brains. These
results support the superiority of incremental evolution over direct evolution.
The data for online battles were more sparse. Only four players (myself
included) participated in online battles, and while many battles were fought,
these results are probably biased by the individual players. The results did
show that players on average perform 6 - 8 brain switches during a battle,
with a duration of 4.14 seconds per brain activation on average. This clearly
shows that the players use the brain switching as a game mechanic, and the
amount of usage indicates that it is an engaging mechanic which adds a new
dimension to the game.
Looking at four battles in detail, several different strategies were found.
One player tended to favour one strong brain for each task, whereas another
player used many brain switches to combine the strengths of two brains to
his advantage. This shows that brain switching as a game mechanic can be
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used by players with weaker brains to allow them to compete against players
with better brains.
Statistical analysis of brain use in online battles showed that players who
did not switch brains often and favoured one brain tended to win more battles. Due to the low number of players in the online battles study, this might
be the result of one player with a strong brain dominating the other players. A more balanced weapon system and new tests with many more players
would be needed to say anything with certainty.
All in all, this project has showed that evolution with NEAT can be
used in a commercial game engine such as Unity to develop games where
evolution plays a major role. The introduction of brain switching as a novel
game mechanic was a success, and works as an interesting interface to control
the robots, which could potentially be extended to many other game genres.
Hopefully this game will act as inspiration for other game developers to use
evolution and the benefits of adaptive content in future games.
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Appendix
A

Results of playtest 09/07

On July 9 the first playtest for the game was held with external testers. The
testers consisted of three friends and my girlfriend, and they covered a wide
spectrum of player types. The test lasted about 2 hours, plus 30 minutes
wrap-up discussion afterwards.

A.1

Testers

Tester A: Plays 2-3 hours a day. Plays games like Counter Strike, Diablo
III, Hearthstone, Hotline Miami, Faster Than Light. Is a gamer that likes
the skill requirements of games and feeling a progression, both in own skills
and for the PC in the game. Expert gamer
Tester K: Plays 1-2 hours a day. Plays Counter Strike and Diablo III.
Plays games to hang out with friends, to relax. Likes to stay in the same IP
/ universe. Skilled gamer
Tester H: Plays a lot in periods, 3-4 hours a day, other periods doesn’t
play at all. Plays Sims, Diablo III and SNES emulator. Plays to relax, to
feel the universe. Part-time skilled gamer
Tester P: Plays 2 hours a week. Plays few games: Minesweeper and Magic
Online. Likes to watch other players play Magic Online on twitch.tv. Casual
gamer
All except one would like to be able to dedicate more time to playing.

A.2
A.2.1

Playtest session
Introduction

This is the first playtest of a game that is still very much in development.
Any feedback will be greatly appreciated and will help make the game better.
Nothing (more or less) is final, so feel free to comment on anything you want.
During the playtest, please think out loud and tell me what you are doing,
what you are thinking and why you are doing or thinking it.
I will probably record audio from the play session, and some of the actions
you perform will be logged :)
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A.2.2

Warm-up discussion

First, a short discussion to get you warmed up and help me understand your
background.
• What kind of games do you play?
• What do you like about these games?
• How do you find new games?
• Other similar questions.
A.2.3

Play session

See the Playtest script.
A.2.4

Discussion of game experience

Here are some questions to ask after the play session has concluded:
• What are your overall thoughts on the game?
• Were you able to learn how to play quickly?
• What is the objective of the game?
• How would you describe the game to someone who has never played it
before?
• Is there anything you would have liked to know before you started
playing the game?
• Is there anything you dislike about the game?
• Was there anything confusing? Please elaborate.
• What did you think of the evolution part of the game? Did it feel like
evolution? Or did it feel redundant?
• How did you like the battles? Did you feel you had any control over
the robot? Did you use any tactics when playing?
A.2.5

Wrap-up

Cake
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Figure 32: Screenshot from the prototype used in the test.

Figure 33: Screenshot from the current version of the game. UI has been
improved, and missions, levels and weapons help explain the game.
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A.3
A.3.1

Playtest script
Introduction

This playtest will be comprised of a number of tasks to complete, which all
will lead to the ultimate goal of being the greatest robot trainer of all time!
You can complete the tasks in any order you like, but it will probably be
easier if you do them in order. The game should run in 1024x768 or higher
resolution and Windowed mode. Set your computer to no sleep mode.
A.3.2

Start

Register as a user and log in.
A.3.3

Training

Try to train your robot to do the following tasks in separate brains:
• Approach the target
• Use melee attacks against the target
• Use rifle attacks against the target
• Whatever you want it to do
Start by using the simple interface, and then switch to the advanced to
finetune your robot.
Be patient - this will take some time!
Check out how good the brain you have evolved is.
A.3.4

Battle

Get ready for battle by selecting the brains you want your robot to use in
battle.
Either find an open game to join or create a game. Tell the others to join
your game!
Win your battles!

A.4

The test

The testers had been given the Playtest script and was told to think out loud.
All four players began playing at the same time, sitting in the same room.
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A.4.1

Registration

There was a mild confusion about how to register. It should be more clear
that the user has to press a button to be taken to a new screen in order to
register, so the user doesn’t enter his new credentials directly in the login
fields before pressing Register.
A.4.2

Start menu

The players had trouble understanding the concept of a brain. It was not
clear from the start that they could create several brains and that it was
possible to branch a brain into a new brain in order to preserve the original
brain and continue evolving on a copy of it. From the start menu they all
managed to click on the one brain they started with to go to the training
overview screen.
A.4.3

Training overview

Here there were more confusion. Some testers managed to tick of some training objectives (focus areas) and start the evolution with the Train button.
Others did not understand what the different things meant or what they were
supposed to do with them. They clicked around in both the Simple and the
Advanced tab of the focus areas, setting values both places even though only
the active tab would have effect (they did not know that). There was quite
some confusion about what the different names on the focus areas meant.
Especially Keep Distance - Distance, Face target, Turret face target was difficult to understand. The players did find some help in the tooltip when they
mouse hovered on the names.
Some players would like to be able to see directly on this screen how much
evolution the brain had had and how good it was. They would also like to
see a history of its parent brains so the user could see what this brain had
previously been trained to in order to avoid contradictory training.
There were too many and too technical options to choose from when
setting the focus areas for the training.
Some testers thought that you only had one brain to work on and that you
had to perfect that one brain. They had not understood that the player had
four brains available in the battle mode and that they could switch between
them at will. Therefore they spend a lot of time working on one brain and
trying to teach it many different things.
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A.4.4

Optimization scene

Once the players had pressed Train and was taken to the optimization scene,
they had expected that training would start immediately instead of them
having to press Train again (in the opposite corner). Once training started,
they did not know what they were observing at first. It took some time for
the users to get used to watching and to understand what happened. Some
did not know what the 25 robots were and what the green dot was. Some
thought that the green dot was the brain (it was the target). They had not
expected 25 robots with different behaviours, they had probably expected
only one robot with the brain in that was trained.
Once they understood the concept of each robot having a brain of its own,
they could see if the robots were approaching the target or not. It was much
more difficult with the attacks, since on the training there is no indication of
whether the robots attacks or hits at all. The only thing the testers saw was
the robots running around. They had to stop the training, go back to the
Training overview screen and choose Run best to check out if the training
had been successful for attacking.
The terms Fitness, Iteration and Evolution were hard to understand for
the players. It made sense to them that the higher the fitness the better, and
that when evolution was in + it meant that the brains had become better.
Some didn’t know what the word iteration meant. Some did not understand
why the fitness suddenly become much worse when they changed objectives
in the training overview. They thought of fitness as a general measure of how
close the robot was to optimal instead of how much reward it would get for
the specified tasks. It was confusing that the fitness for different objectives
had different scales, so a fitness of 3000 would be very good for approach but
a fitness of 5000 would not be so good for training rifle attacks.
The players would have liked a Run best button directly on the optimization scene so they could stop the training and view the best one and
then continue training without leaving the screen. They would also like that
the training stopped immediately when Stop was pressed instead of running
the current generation through. Then they would rather lose the current
generation.
The players were not so patient with the training and did not know what
to do when the training was in progress. Some suggested adding a storyline
that told a story of their training. Others suggested placing an info box that
the player could read through to learn more about the game while waiting
for evolution.
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A.4.5

Lobby scene

When the players finally were ready to fight, they pressed the Battle button
and was told to assign brains before proceeding. Then they came to the
lobby scene, and it was pretty straightforward for them to create a game and
tell the others to come join their game.
A.4.6

Battle arena

The players did not know initially that they could switch between brains or
that they could use their mouse as an alternative target. Once they learned
this they were able to play. Some players had better brains than others, and
especially the players with good approach brains were able to exploit the
mouse targeting to steer their robots to the right position and take health
pickups. Due to their poor brains, the battles lasted quite long. One player
did not have any working brains and borrowed my superuser, which was
extremely overpowered compared to the other players brains. Some players
did not like that you could use your mouse as alternative target since it could
be exploited.

A.5

General comments

The players had a hard time starting the game without any prior knowledge.
It was only because I was around to help them out that they progressed in
the game. Players did not understand many of the concepts of the game from
the offset. They did not understand that they could create several brains,
and that they could take a copy of a brain and evolve it in another direction,
or evolve a basic brain and make several branches of it to do different stuff.
The players needed a tutorial and they needed guidance throughout the
training process. The players needed more feedback on what was happening
with the robots in training, and how well the robots were doing.
The players needed some basic understanding of the game mechanics before they started training. They needed to know what a melee, rifle and
mortar attack was, how the robots speed was affected by these actions, and
how different brains should be used in the battle arenas.
The players would have benefited from seeing how a battle works so they
would know what to train for.
Once the players had learned the basics of the game they found it entertaining. They wanted to finetune their brains to be even better. Some
players wanted to go back to training after a battle to adjust their brains to
what they had learned during the battle. The fun part of the game came
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when the player understood the game. Then they were fascinated by optimizing their brains and fine tuning the parameters in the advanced tab. One
player wanted to make one optimal brain and thought of it as an interesting
challenge. The player suggested another game mode where only one brain is
used, so you need a good general brain to win.

A.6

Suggestions for improvement

Add some gamification to the training process. Start really simple, where
it is only possible for the brain to evolve movement. Once the player has
evolved the movement, he unlocks new actions, e.g. melee attack. This way
the player will gain levels for achievements, which will unlock new and more
complex actions for the robot. In this way the player is forced to evolve brains
that work for the intended situations before he can proceed, so he will get a
gradual introduction to the game. Right now the players are terrified when
they see all the different possibilities at once. In order to gain an achievement
the robot should be able to clear a specific task. This could be boss battles
or it could be tasks like navigating to a certain place or catching a moving
object. This could be combined with some sort of storyline.
Another important thing would be to have tutorials. These could be
combined with the level/unlock system where players learn the game. There
should also be a tutorial for the battle part of the game. If the game has
boss battles, these could take place in the battle arena so the player would
learn how to navigate and play in the battle arena in single player mode, so
her skills would be directly transferable to the multiplayer battles.
The UI should be cleaned up and kept in the same visual style. Some of
the UI elements should be reconsidered to better the UX. Display how much
life the robot has and how much damage the attacks do. Somehow get rid of
all the technical terms like Fitness, Iteration, Evolution and instead show a
simpler indication of progress.

A.7

Bugs found

Sometimes the fitness gets really low (9 - 10) even though it starts at 1000
and the player had not selected any punishments, only positive fitness.
Sometimes the connection to the UI or to the server is lost (both Parse.com
and Photon). This results in unresponsive buttons or that the buttons remain
inactive (Train button).
Sometimes the connection to NEAT is lost so all the robot stands still
and get 0 fitness.
Arena 2 doesn’t work.
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Win/Lose sometimes does not show up.
Rifle attacks are not showing lasers on the opponents screen.
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B

Weka Apriori output

Here is the entire output from Weka running Apriori on the data set of 129
unique brains.
=== Run information ===
Scheme :
weka . associations . Apriori −I −N 10 −T 0 −C ←֓
0 . 9 −D 0 . 0 5 −U 1 . 0 −M 0 . 1 −S −1.0 −c −1
Relation :
evolve
Instances :
129
Attributes :
15
moveAround
faceTarget
reachDistance
keepDistance
meleeAttacks
meleeHits
meleePrecision
mortarAttacks
mortarDamagePerHit
mortarHits
mortarPrecision
rifleAttacks
rifleHits
riflePrecision
turretFaceTarget
=== Associator model ( full training set ) ===

Apriori
=======
Minimum support : 0 . 1 ( 1 3 instances )
Minimum metric <confidence >: 0 . 9
Number of cycles performed : 18
Generated sets of large itemsets :
Size of set of large itemsets L ( 1 ) : 11
Large Itemsets L ( 1 ) :
moveAround=t 64
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faceTarget=t 81
reachDistance=t 56
keepDistance=t 77
meleeAttacks=t 24
meleeHits=t 28
meleePrecision=t 24
mortarHits=t 14
rifleHits=t 16
riflePrecision=t 14
turretFaceTarget=t 14
Size of set of large itemsets L ( 2 ) : 13
Large Itemsets L ( 2 ) :
moveAround=t faceTarget=t 48
moveAround=t reachDistance=t 44
moveAround=t keepDistance=t 50
faceTarget=t reachDistance=t 46
faceTarget=t keepDistance=t 55
faceTarget=t meleeAttacks=t 20
faceTarget=t meleeHits=t 19
faceTarget=t meleePrecision=t 18
reachDistance=t keepDistance=t 43
meleeAttacks=t meleeHits=t 20
meleeAttacks=t meleePrecision=t 18
meleeHits=t meleePrecision=t 23
rifleHits=t riflePrecision=t 14
Size of set of large itemsets L ( 3 ) : 8
Large Itemsets L ( 3 ) :
moveAround=t faceTarget=t reachDistance=t 36
moveAround=t faceTarget=t keepDistance=t 39
moveAround=t reachDistance=t keepDistance=t 36
faceTarget=t reachDistance=t keepDistance=t 34
faceTarget=t meleeAttacks=t meleeHits=t 17
faceTarget=t meleeAttacks=t meleePrecision=t 16
faceTarget=t meleeHits=t meleePrecision=t 17
meleeAttacks=t meleeHits=t meleePrecision=t 17
Size of set of large itemsets L ( 4 ) : 2
Large Itemsets L ( 4 ) :
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moveAround=t faceTarget=t reachDistance=t keepDistance=t ←֓
29
faceTarget=t meleeAttacks=t meleeHits=t meleePrecision=t ←֓
15
Best rules found :
1 . riflePrecision=t 14 ==> rifleHits=t 14
conf : ( 1 )
2 . meleePrecision=t 24 ==> meleeHits=t 23
conf : ( 0 . 9 6 )
3 . faceTarget=t meleePrecision=t 18 ==> meleeHits=t 17 ←֓
conf : ( 0 . 9 4 )
4 . meleeAttacks=t meleePrecision=t 18 ==> meleeHits=t 17←֓
conf : ( 0 . 9 4 )
5 . faceTarget=t meleeAttacks=t meleePrecision=t 16 ==> ←֓
meleeHits=t 15
conf : ( 0 . 9 4 )
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C

Data set: number of brain switches
Won Lost Draw Outcome Entropy Outcome Entropy
2
10
8
1
0
0
1,2958
5
6
17
1
1,3304
0
0,9175
6
8
3
0
1,962
0,5
1,0666
2
4
3
0
1,0916
0
1,1041
5
5
5
0
0,7775
1
1,0693
10
10
3
1
1,128
1
0,1021
4
6
4
1
0
0
0,7778
3
3
4
0,5
1,5096
1
1,3862
5
4
6
0
0,4733
0,5
1,5743
2
10
2
0
1,0646
1
1,2717
3
8
10
0
1,9572
0
1,2861
3
3
4
0,5
1,6078
0
1,5317
7
8
4
1
0,9361
1
1,4622
2
5
6
1
1,3878
0
0,9841
6
9
4
0
0
0
1,0806
4
6
20
1
1,0198
0
1,5098
4
7
13
0,5
0
1
1,4213
5
5
8
0
0,8711
1
1,5798
3
4
6
1
0,5794
1
1,5786
3
10
4
0
1,7255
0
0
2
4
0,5
0,1815
1
1,2993
2
8
1
1,0038
1
0,9397
4
10
0
0,608
1
0,9969
6
7
1
0
1
1,5824
4
4
0
0,1525
0
1,5566
2
4
0
1,326
0
1,4316
2
6
1
0,4752
0
1,4389
5
2
0
0,543
1
0,8607
4
4
0,5
0,3862
0
1,1418
3
4
1
0,3675
0
1,0894
2
4
1
0,8328
1
1,1326
2
4
1
0
1
1,2981
5
7
0
0,8687
0
1,7075
4
4
0
1,2441
1
1,674
4
10
0
0,4734
0
1,4534
6
4
0
0,5954
0
1,6318
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Won Lost Draw Outcome Entropy Outcome Entropy
3
4
1
0,834
0
1,1067
6
6
1
0,9613
1
0,0898
5
37
1
0,6573
1
1,06
6
5
1
0,6226
0
1,3232
3
6
0
0,9923
1
1,6509
5
7
1
0,123
1
0,6822
9
5
1
0,1432
1
1,4138
7
13
0
0,6473
0
1,7344
4
7
0
0,6151
0
1,7236
4
10
0
0,9497
0
1,8279
5
16
1
0
1
0,2518
3
4
1
0
1
1,5016
20
7
0
1,2023
0
0
12
5
0
1,1612
0
0,9628
20
10
1
0,7328
1
1,2709
18
7
0
0,774
0
1,2845
17
9
0
0,4933
0,5
1,8713
15
4
1
0,9015
0
1,2327
5
4
1
0,8799
1
0,6629
4
3
0
1,2078
0
1,5567
4
16
1
0
0
1,6538
17
9
0,5
0,5368
1
0,953
4
10
1
0
0,5
1,398
7
7
0
0
1
1,012
15
4
1
0,9812
0
1,3561
3
23
1
0,7387
1
0
12
8
0
0,6241
0
0,995
4
14
0,5
0,5413
1
1,7684
8
10
0
0,6349
0
1,36
8
5
1
0,6812
1
1,0637
6
10
0
0,9597
0
1,377
6
22
0,5
0,6008
1
1,7185
4
10
1
0
0
1,2839
5
2
0
0,9921
1
1,7402
7
6
1
0
1
1,9139
5
6
0,5
0
0
1,9511
8
12
0
0,5822
0
1,796
8
6
0,5
0,4032
1
1,2197
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Won Lost Draw Outcome Entropy Outcome Entropy
2
8
0
0,9986
0
1,9662
13
5
0,5
0,5176
0
1,7141
6
10
0
0,9976
1
1,5218
8
15
1
0,9679
1
1,3905
16
12
0
0,8341
1
1,4372
9
4
0,5
0,8704
1
0
5
7
1
0,7239
0
1,69
12
12
0,5
1,3691
0
1,3171
11
15
1
0,9991
0
1,3927
8
15
0
0,3613
0
1,7765
3
12
0
0,5902
1
0,8951
3
10
1
1,0647
1
1,2053
5
7
1
0,3207
0
1,9231
10
7
1
0,9807
1
1,459
3
9
1
0,9365
1
0,9297
3
5
0
1,4857
0
0,5254
3
11
0
1,4205
0
1,6062
8
12
1
0,4775
1
0,5665
6
10
0
1,4904
0
1,3247
9
6
1
0,2927
0
1,562
6
6
1
1,0687
1
0,7903
8
0
1,5009
1
1,3107
1
1,5726
1
1,1982
0
1,5225
0
1,5739
0
1,3981
0
1,4613
1
0,7505
1
1,5629
1
1,0879
0,5
0,709
1
1,2489
0,5
1,5186
0
1,4913
1
1,2991
0
1,4266
0
1,5451
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